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U EXECUTIVE SW4ARY
It is the purpose of this paoer to report on a series of Inves-

tigat 'ions to define aspects of targeting the Soviet armed forces
located in Eastern Europe and on tnt eastern border facing China and

in Mongolia. The objectives were directed at providing the answers
in the following areas:

* Identity and describe the targets in space &ad time
* Determine the resources necessary to provide information

for targeting
* Ascertain general force sizes and uncerta .%Its
* Demonstrate compatibility with current U.S. forces and

planning
* Identify R&D initiatives.

A. GENERAL

The strategic offensive forces of the United States are central
to the deterrence of war and are the foundation of our military

.4:renotlll. teterrcnt fcat=5 are i.erivtd, in p rt frr th^. pirepp-

tion t'At losses to a y would-be attacker would far outweigh any
po~ssible gain. Ooth this perception and war fighting capabilities
are, in a sense, measured by the character of the losses sustained.

The strategic balance Is also seen in these terms, and in the
dynamics of developmental activities. First, on the Soviet side,
there is the momentum of the Soviet strategic progra'i in both quality,
diversity and numbers of systems. New high throwight missiles. are
being introduced, several with MIRV warhe~ds. New SSRNs and SLB~s
arc tcn i ntrcdu:ed. Since the early 1970s. tht O)fllt-% havP placed
increasing stress on civil defense to protect and preserve their -

popula'Jon in time of strategc war. This is complemented by aOf

growing and more physically dispersed industrial base

1 ii? ., A.:ei,
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On our side the dynamics have led us to consider flexible res-

ponse alternatives for the deployment and employment of strategic

forces. Modernization has focused on force efficiency, responsive-

ness and survivability. New targeting initiatives in the form of

limited and regional nuclear options have also ltc to a lesser distinc-

tion between strategic and theater or tactical nuclear forces.

Currently, a credible stratigic nuclear deterverce il considered

to basically depend on the ability of US forces to be militarily

effective. The conditions for such deterrence are viewd as: 1)

survivability, attack assessownt, and command, control and communica-

tions; 2) the ability to inflict an unacceptable level of damage on

the Soviet Union even in the event of a Soviet first strike; 3)

flexibility of execution options to include reserve forces, and; 4)

the maintenance of preception of essential equivalence.*

This study addresses new initiatives related to tra third and

fourth considerations cited. It reco-mends for consideration the

employment of strategic and theater based forces in holding at risk

the 3oviet Army In forward and border b3sed conditicns as well as
those in reserve in the Soviet Union.

1. Current Oeterren- Taroetinq

The context of thinking flexibly about strategic forces
and their deterrent functions must recognize certain characteristics

of the potrntial enemy and the high leverage vulnerabilities inher-

ent within his military and economic fabric. In the past these

considerations have identified his strategic retaliatory forces,

certain major elements of his industrial economic base (e.g., oil

production facilities, steel production factlities, etc.) and

concentrations of urban population. Recent focus has been to seek

out key industrial target sets or cr!-Zcal military bases (e.g., Acu i 't 1c'

74HTIS r1-1-pI
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majnr naval ports). This has been .udified by considerations not

only of denial and punishment but also post-attack recovery.

The major new Soviet military buildup in strategic forces

has caused concern on the rt of U.S. planners that the Sovietu over

time could achieve a disarmfit strike and emerge from the exchange

with a clear military superiori.y. Nc tar3eting initiatives might

provide a way to dis:ourage such a calculatien and deny them such an

objective or create significant doubt t,,3 .uch ut 4dvantage could be

achieved.

One possibility for consideration might be tQ target Soviet

ground forces. In such a situation, the U.S. force assets could be

applied to stalemate Soviet ground forces deployed in forward and

border areas and their reserves In the USSR. This would prevent

their extension of control to other potentially undamaged areas of

the contiguous land mass and weaken their ccntrol of satellite areas.

2. Why Consider Targeting the Soviet Army?

The Soviets are a land power, hiving contiguous borders

with hostile countries. What is today the Soviet Union has been a

land occupied by .any Invading forces (including those of the United

States). Since the time that attempts to establish a central govern-

ment were initiated, ground combat forces have been the means to

protect Mother Russia. Viewed over a ten century period, conditions

today are potentially at their worst. The Soviets are outnumbered by

their traditional and newly acquired enemies by at least ten to one.

Considtrlng only World W&) II, it is understandable that

the Soviets maintain a large standing ar. *-d reserves which is

constantly Liproving its ability to co'duct offensive operations (as

have Soviet armits in the past). This is backed up by rovernmental

organizations of a quasi military nature (such as the Civil Defense,

Border Guards, Transportation Organization, etc.). All of this is

3



regarded as necessary for governmental functioning and reflects their

perceptions of the problems of a continental nation.

As a rtsult of the key role that such organizations play

within the Soviet Union, a major strategic option that emerges is to

hold at risk the army and certain other organizations. Such options

are viewed as strategic in nature since they would involve potential

targets throughout the Soviet Union as well as forward based and

border based units. A Soviet perception of the impact of the loss of

their army could be created by a simple review of their history. As

a common sense check, one cculd reexamine the views held in the U.S.

concerning our need for a large standing 4roy. We enjoy the ocean-

provided isolation of our "Island" nation and we perceive our sili-

tary needs, strengths and vulnerabilities accordingly.

The problem, then, is to dei'ine the methods, means end

employments that would make targeting the Soviet Army a viable.

efficient, and enforceable option within the context of U.S. straze-

gic and theater forces.

8. EASTERN EUROPE

The Soviet forces in Eastern Europe make up a special target for

a number of reasons.

0 In the event of planned Soviet aggression against the West

there is considerable doubt that the people-of Eastern

turope could be rclied upon to wholeheartedly support the

Soviet effort.

* Therefore the Soviets will probably utilize their troops in

that area initially to itsure their line of communications

back to the Soyitt Union.

* Similarly, employment of nuclear weapons Ly the U.S. must

be on a different .asis than that used in the USSR and in



I

Western Eurcpe. For these reasons the Eistern Europe

problem discussed in Chapter Two has been handled complete-

ly independent of the 'emaining Soviet forces located

within the Soviet Union.

C. SIHO-SOVIET BORDER

Chapter three ccitains the detailed results of analysis and

investigation of the fo~lling questions a: they pertain to the

Sino-Soviet Border forces.

* What is the target structure in time space and quantity?

* Can the eneff. react in a manner which defeats our objec-

tives, i.e., is the attack offense enforceable?

* Wnat is the impact if the postulated target set is

de:troyed?

* Are there sufficient resources to accomplish the mission?

W hat are the impacts on other US forces and programs and

resources if the mission is undertaken?

Those forces alonn the volatile border make up a distinct target

set like the Eastern European forces. Throughout history the

Russians have felt the pressure of invadinV forces along their vulner-

able eastern and southern approaches and, as a result have a deep-

seated fear and distrust of the Chinese which has remained a part of

the psychological make-up of the Soviet leaders even today. The geo-

graphical and historical considerations which define and constrain

the problem are examined at length in Appendices I and II. Because

the principal effort of intelligence over the years since World War

II has been centered on the threat against NATO there are certain

limitations to our intelligence on the Soviet Union in the Far East.

These problems are dealt with in detail in Annex A.



0. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMtENDATIONS

It is the judgement of the authors that both Eastern Europe and

Sino-Soviet attacks are viable alternative deterrent options. Both

attacks can be accomplished while holding sufficient forces in

reserve to accomplish a cotatervalue 4ttack as a last resort. How-
ever, in terms of cost-effectiveness the Sino-Soviet attack shovs the
best results. Chapter four contains thi detailed recomandations for

such attacks.



UPREFACE

This report has been prepared for OWR&E to examine alternatives
or options for the current targeting policy.. In response to this,

The BD Corporation under contract for DDR&E, has developed the

following study which shows the feasibility of targating and de-

stroying at least 60, of the Soviet ground forces In Eastern Europfi

and along the Sino-Soviet border. This is a deterrence option aiail-

able to US strategic planners in the event of impcnjing or actual

Soviet aggression against NATO nations.

The latter scenario, the iain thrust of this report, shows how

the destruction of tremendous Military forces in the sparsely popu-

lated Sino-Soviet Border area would make these long-contested terri-
tories vulnerable to a traditionally hostile enemy and could fatally

upset the Soviet balance of power in Asia. The drawdowns and esti-

mated weapons outlays for numercus scen3rios are given for this

alternativc deterrencc posture. The feasibility of implementing a

simple, yet workable targeting procedure ii presented, which in

contrast to scenarios for other parts vf the Soviet empire, Is very

cost-effective. J
The authors of this report on *argetfn2 the Soviet Army along

the Sino-Soviet border would like to acknowledge the support and

assistance of many peesons. The following persons have been particu-

larly helpful. Lt. Col. A. Nactaren, ilitary assistant to the

Undersecretary of Defense, Strategic and Space Systems, Research and

Engineering. (USDR&E) has provided guidance and asistance as well as

istened to many impassioned briefings. Dr. L. Tordello, Gin. USAF

(Ret.) W. V. yer and Hr. C. Jundt by providing input and rehding

the text have leavened the final product. Hr. S. Jaiorski and Ms. T.
Grove of the Defense Happirg Agency Technical Center provided much of

the basic cartcgraphic data required in the study. Lt. H. Gilbert
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and Comander "Buz" Sawyer of OSATP wtvr of inestizable valut in

their encouragement when the road looked steepest. The War History
Ovision of the Japanese National Defense College, Tokyo, Japan gave

us input on further research data and resources. The Asaguso Snfm-

bunsha of Tokyo, Japan graciously provided permission to use the

aaterlal gathered by the Xvantung Army Intellgence Section. Lastly,

Lhe assistance and drive provided by the following meabers of the BDM

staff deserve thanks, Or. J. Braddock, Hr. 0. Seatty. Mr. 8. Edney

Hs. 8. BorNian, and Ms. P. Miller.
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CHAPTER 1
I NTRODUICT7OX

W,
Although military technolc is cap€ble of targeting

the entire globe with pi, - 1t accuracy, litary plicy tends to be
limited to a Eurocentric ckption of gl, il strategic balance.
For many reasoqs Europe a poor battlef Id. The destruction offixed countervalue indu 1a targets doe, iot inhibit the mobility
of invading ground fore.. Yet targeting .hose ground forces, on
the densely populated ( opean Continent "jld fnvolwv greater
civilian than Military sualties. Furtht- ore, the nation-states
of Eastern Europe cont 'i populations vho re, for th* most part,
hostile to the yoke of .wviet barbarism, jt at the rame tin are
forced to accept the st !us quo. In many 4ys, they 1have still yet
to recover mentally or ysfcally from tt last war. Opposing these
nations are the even mo densely popusal I nations of Western
Europe who would find I Just as objecti4 Ible to see their nations
as the theater in which deological host] ties of foreign super-
powert uere enacted. TI : n~ticnx aro b Enui|.ig Lu sk zicud
whether the annihilation of major portion, of their polpulation and
econcw. is worth the containment of Soviet )egemony.
1.2 On the othar hand, there is lo way to fgnore the fact
that the buildup and mode nization of Sova forces ini Eastern
Europe has been continuint -steadily. Sovie pronouncements d*-claring the ability of the state and its pol lations to withstand )
the effects of a nuclear hoacaust only diml 1sh the Soviet per-
ception of nuclear deterren as offered by , -rent United Stales
policy.

1.3 What are the I litary options f. the United States
strategic planners to resist e impending Sovi ' threat to the
West? This report suggests a viable option, by onsidiering t.e

19
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targeting of the large concentrations of Soviet forces along the

Chi-tse border.

1.4 The Sino-Soviet borderlands, particularly the Port

easternly Soviet-Manchurian zone, have historically been a focal

point in the Eurasian Military activity. The last maJo clash there

was between the Soviet and Japanese Kwantung AroAy in tie closing

days of the Pacific war. The Soviet press continues to laud their

victory as the ideal model for further military activity in the

area. Force lovels have more than quadrupled since these days, but

they occupy the same positions as they did then. Using both histor-

ical and current data sources, this report shows how the Sovift army

can be effectively and efficiently targeted and destroyed in Asia,

severely upsetting the balance of power between the Asian comunist

superpowers. A large portion of Soviet real estate, larger than the

United States, might then fall into the hands of Chinese, the tradi-

tional enemy of Russia, were the Soviets to extend their military

aggression Into Western Europe.

1.5 This report deals with the theoretical feasibility of

targetfng Soviet ground forces (Chapter 2), and the practical

factors os 4Qgr mpIc Luliari;v3, historical precedence, avail-

able weapons systems, and troop configurations in varims scenarios

which result in drawdowns and actual weapons laydowns (Chapter 3).

The appendices that follow give an indepth look at the historic and

geographic factors in targeting the Soviet Army in Asia, as well as

the role of KGB border . and the vulnerable transportation

links wltt tho Nest.

20



CHAPTER I

_ EXTENDING DETERRENCE AN DEFENSE CONCEPr SOVIET
PROJECTION FORCES IN EASTERN EUROPE

2.1I EXPLANATION/FOREWORO

The following paper, entitYd EXTEMING DETERRENCE

AND OEFENSE CONCEPTS TO SOVIET PROJECTION FORCES ias been
incorporated into this study on Targeting the Soviet forces along I
the Sino Soviet border for sevkai reasons:

- It sets down the theoretical --oundwork to show the feasi-

bility of targeting ground forces of the enemy. There are

many today vho scoff at counterforce scenarios, and particular- I
ly at scenarios ndended against the actual forces (is

cpposed to just their facilities), as a viable alternative

to countervalue assured targets with pre-assigned vul-

nerability numbers and exposed civilian populations. They

argue that ground forces are amoebic and scattered and

cannot be destroyed in timt and space as effectively as

known industrial and political sites. However, as this

paper shows, das:royin; ground fcr:cn nct cnly r-U,

civilian casualties, it puints out the c5st-efftctiveness

in weapons outlay and the imediate, direct lebilitating

effects on Soviet aggression. It shows clear-cut target-

ing methodologies to destroy enemy forces in the field.

Furthermore, like most papers dealing with Soviet forces,

it is western oriented, intended for the Central European:

or possibly Soviet theater. As a result, targeting ground

operations before and diring battle are addressed in this

Curopean cortaxt. -ut ther -are any d'fferences in

targeting the Soviet forces in Asia which shows consider-

ably higher leverage: namely more fragila targets and

little redundancy. The following paper shall therefore

assist in the comparison of the two theaters by outlining

those target concerns peculiar to Europe.

21



2.2' INTROUCTION

2. SOVIET POLITICAL ANO HILITARY

2.3.1 Soviet Political Objectives. This paper takes as a

point of departure that the Soviet Union sets itself locked in a

battle with the "non-socialist" world and the Peoples' Republic of

China. Its leadership believes that military power is a central

tool for influencing what is described as the "correlation of forces"

in the world in a manner favcrable to Soviet interests. I' is the

Sovict vizg thit the co,reltion of forces is moving in a direction

favorable to the USSR and it Is this that accounts for the West's

acceptance of detente and under this politicil position long espoused

by Soviet policy.

22



2.3.1.1 This paper makes no prediction concerning the likeli-

hood of the initiation of hostilities by the USSR in pursuance of

its perceived policy intercsts. It assumes thAt the USSR would

prefer to avoid a direct military confrontation with the United

States but that in pursuing Its interests it rec~nIzes that such a

confrontation could occur. Accordingly it is marshallitg A massive

military capability built around proje-tion land combat forces

organized for complementary combat along with naval and strategic

rocket forces. Such a capability, in the Soviet view, would I
-- accelerate the correlation of world forces in a direction

favorable to the USSR

-- increasingly be available for extension of Soviet power to I
distant areas (where direct confrontation with central

U.S. power seems less likely),
--support Soviet efforts in Europe to !atimidate the West,

extracting political concessions, while maintaining control

over its East European satellites,
satisfy iLself that its border with China recains secure

and, if circumstances require, permit projection of Soviet

power agAinst Chinano finally,

-- ~pc,,nt the foregoing while staleaating U.S. military power

an! in tho last analysis if that power is actively brought!

to bear, de#=:ting it in direct ho its.

2.3.2 Soviet Military Objectives. Soviet military objec-

tives are classically offensive in nature. Soviet military planners

identify objectives in space and time in territory outside of Soviet

Union. If one takes Central Europe as an examele, there is an j
extensive body of Soviet literature describing typ;cal high-speed

campaign% through Cer.,:Y nd tha Low courti eb and extending into

France. Soviet doctrine, force structure and the deployment of its

forces are in consonance with this offensive strategy. A detailed

23
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examination of the quality and quantity of material and the size of

forces and as well as their employment and training reinforces very

strongly these iritial considerations. One Is led tG conclude that
while there is a capacity to defend, the Soviets currently have
their doctrine, (the best type of defense) dtployment and training
much more oriented towards offensive action than towards defensive.

2.3.3 Nature of Projection Forces, Soviet projection
forces are defined as those which have the mission to engage enemy
forces and occupy enemy territory. These are principally land
combat forces; their related frontal air support. Strategic Rocket

Forces, Long Range Air Forces and those cooponents of the Soviet
Navy whose missfons relate to war at sea are not considered.
2.3.4 Organization of Projection Forces. Land combat
forces are organized along the lines of those developed during World
War 11. The major organization is called a Front. It is composed

or armies which are in turn composed of divisions. In addition, the
Fro't Cc*z-nder has exten:ivc assets uader his controi Independent
of his arnies. He typically controls an artillery division and

substantial loqistics. engineering, electronic warfare, reconnais-
sance, missilts, and air assets. Army commanders have similar

;sits. Divisions are the basic fighting components of the Soviet
Army. There are currently th-ee kinds of divisions, the vast major-
ity of them being wotoriztd rifle or tank divisions. There are a
few airborne divisions.

2.3.5 Emrloyment of Soviet Projection Forces. The offen-
sive strategy developed by the Soviets to meet the military objec-
tives assumes the achievement of forLing desired rates of advance

lnng multiple axes of advAnn. Snvi.t st:crp% nnrm, fnr dn ito
and iuperfority ratics of men and material require local massing and

the echelonment of forces within and between fronts. If one takes
Central Europe as an example, there are three echelons of Fronts.
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The first echelon is forward based in East Germany and Czechoslovakia,

the second in Poland, and the third In the Western military districts.

2.3.5.1 Campaigns initiated by elements of a first echelon
front are to be sustained by reinforcement and the exploitation

forces drawn from second and third ecnelon Fronts. The Soviet

operational concept considers a force deployed in slepth which will

be epployed in a manner so as to sustain the maxi--m momentum.

Since the Soviet Union has 14nd borders which are for the most part

lacking In natural obitacles with all of the countries in the Cew~ral

Region, there Is little to naturally irpede the flow of second and

third echelon forces in support of the activities initiated by first

echelon.

2.3.5.2 Soviet doctrine employs second and third echeon

forces to make up for wnat in the eyes of Western analysts are

certain shortfalls in staying power. It Is often pointed out that

Soviet divisions have a very high tooth-to-tail ratio and, there-

fore, will prcbably be unable to sustain t emsilves irn a long cam-

paign. (Soviet doctrine on the other hand does not enviiion a long

cai-paign but rather considers the echelonin o rnnreopt tn ma'e up fat

losses and to exploit successes.) The military planniv *i the

Soviets considers short, intense campaigns as the goal ond any

extension arising from attrition or lack of initial success will be

overcome using echelcring concepts.

2.3.S.3 Finally, Soviet projection forces are also occupation

forces in the Eastern blocK countries. Soviet forces are distributed

in a forward based manner but also provide for an extension of

Soviet authority (examples, 1953 in Germany, 1956 in Hungary and

1958 in Czechoslt,vakia )
2.4T CANDIOATE DETERRENCE A EHSE CONCEPTS WHICH DEAL

fa WITH PROJECTION FORCES%

2.4.1l Deterrence and Defense Concets. Soviet employment

of projection forces is based upon concepts of ech rnent in depth
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coupled to an offensive strategy. (Efflactive deterrence should

force changes in doctrine and the employment and deplo)vmr. of

echeloned compohents of projectiorn forces. It should result in

throughput limitxtions on their operations in second and thiWi

echelon forces.)

2.4.2 1  Soviet Perception of the Impact of Nuclear Weapons
on First Echel.nOperations An exami~nation of hist.ory allows one

to see the Soviet risk assessment in the employment of their ground
forces in first echelon forces. Table 1 displays historically the

width and dkpth of combat Fronts, Armies and Divisions Pest World
War II, the early 60's aid the 701s. The doctrinal Front here con-

sidered consists of three Armies and each Army has four divisions.2.4..
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2.4.3Extending Oeterrd'nc. in Depth. The coocept, of exten-
ding deterrence and defense to projection forces is ane of attempt~-
ing to achieve the sawe impact on second and third echelon forces as
has been achieved on the first echelon. This would slow their
employment and makce it much more difficult for the Soviaets, to ex-
ploit success and more importantly rafnfo-ce when significant attri-
tion had occurred.
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TECHNICAL CONSIERATIONS
2.5 Approach. It is helpful but not necessarily complete

to assess deterrence and defense concepts to a target structure.

For this reason, the examples which are quantified deal with damage

to the elements of the projection force. While there are other

measures (for example, one might consider delay and its effects on

relative troop densities) Soviet militiry perceptions are more

easily understood on the subject of the operational Impact of damage

to forces. In addition, other measures can only be quantified

through detailed scenario analysis.

2.5.1.1 On the other hand, simple targetirg calculations tend

to avoid the reality of ccenarics. To overcome this situation,

targeting considerations are laid against a spectrum of Soviet

survivability alternntives which are derived from states of the

projection forces. The analysis is then somewhat scenario indepen-

dent in the sense that sceoa,'4os are treated through combinations of

cases considered.

2.5.21 Soviet OamAne Perceptions. Soviet World War 11

experience and their current literature are quite extensive and

consistent regarding the operationsl iepact of damage. They cite

three damage thresholds or levels and tno operation4l effect on

forces. Harrassment (approximately 10 damage to men and material)

lma-ts an on-going operation but does not stop it. Neutralization

(30% damz") blunts and disrupts an on-going operation. Damage at

this level can be overcome but it requires time and the exercise of

control. Small units (platoons and companies) can be reorganized

and made available for operations in an hour or two. Larger units

may take days to reach reasonable levels of combat capability.

Annihilation (60% damage is so serious that no residual combat

cpdbility remains. Units sustaining such damage must be withdrawn

for reconstitution and repsir. The tine out of action is dependent

upon the state of reserves and rear services.
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2.5.3 1  Constituticn and Deployment of the Soviet Army. In

addressing technical consideration, Soviet Army forces are employed

for examplesf. Figures 1 and 2 describe their peacetime locations.

Today, there are fourteen Fronts having a variable number of dlvi- •

sions distributed in Central Europe and along the southern and

Chinese borders.

2.5.3.1 About two-thirds of the divisions are motorized

rifle, or in Western terms, mechanized infantry. Most of the re-

mainder are tank divisions; the remaining few are airborne divisions.

The artillery divisions shown are those which are attached to the

Front. Motor rifle, tank, airborne, and artillery divisions number

185. Army and Front forces contribute an additional 40 division

equivalents.

2.5.3.2 In describing the Soviet Army, one must take into

account the fact that all units are not in the same state of readi-

ness. Figures 3, 4 and 5 describe the locations and categories of

divisions, Army, and Front units.

2.5.3.3 Category 1 divisions are essentially fully manned and

ready to fight. Category 2 divisions are approximately half manned

and must be brought up to full manning, possibly further trained,

and deployed for combat. Category 3 divisions are about 25 percent

manned. These also must be filled out and possibly further trained

before being put into combat. There are disagreements in the Western

analysis community concerning the capabilities of Category 2 and 3

divisions, if they require further training and their level of

combat effectiveness. The approach considered here describes these

as targets and avoids other questions.

2.5.3.4 Nearly 60% of the Soviet division elements are either

forward deployed in Europe or in European Russia. sn additional 25%

ASiMi lar analyses apply with even greater simplicity tc frontal air

forces excluding air defense. These will not be discus::-! 41. this
paper.
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are deployed on the border facing China. The saallest segaent (15%)

covers the central USSR and the southern border. There are also

forces derived from the Warsaw Pact countries. They are similar in

constitution to Sovit forces and are about 30% as numeraus whicl-

they will not be formally treated their existence modifies require-

ments 30% upward.
.5.4 is States of the Soviet Ground Forces. Soviet first

echelon Fronts are composed of Category-1 forces forward deployed in

Pact countries or along the Chinese border. Those in more rearward

Pact countries and in the Soviet Union are mostly category 2 and 3

forces ir, second and third echelon Fronts. In the context of this

example, all divisions will be considered. Figure 6 describes the
states in which divisions would be found at various times. They are

mobilization, transit, echeloning, and contact. The preferred

locale or transit means is shown in the base case.

2.5.4.1 Fnrces whether first, second, or third echelon start

in peace tire kasernes in tpe mobilization state. If they are in

first echelon, they would transit to combat ith their organize

transportation. More deeply deployed force; in first, second, and

third echelon would transit rrom kasernes and/or training locations

by road or rail to combat zones. They would then echelon forward by

road into combat using organic tactical vehicles. Transiting and

echeloning typically involve movement from one assembly or concen-

tration area to another. Forces in these locations are highly

compressed. Densities are approximately 1000/km.

2.5.4.2 Transit and echeloning movement activities also pro-

duce high densitites. They are, however, better considered in terms

of linear densities and total lengths. A typical 50 car train has a

length of about a kilometer and produces a linear density of 250

people per kilometer. Typical march columns produce similar densities.
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2.5.4.3 W The depth of movement is dependent upon the peacetime

location of the division elements and the combat locale. The distance

might be as short as 100 kilometers in some cases and 1,000 kilometers

in others. For operations at various frontiers, examples of distances

are shown in Figure 5 above the bars portraying division gross

totals by region.

2.5.5W Representing the Soviet Army As A TargetSs .

At any time in a given scenario, Soviet Army forces are distributed

in the states described. The exact distribution depends upon the

circumstances and the "snapshot times" considered. Substantial

portions of the force are, however, in kaserne, training, and assem-

bly areas or in local collection points awaiting or undergoing

transit. The densities in these areas are higher by one to two

orders of magnitude than they are in first echelon combat forces.

2.5.5.1M For purposes of simple sizing calculations, let us

assume that divisions and their elements can be detcrlbed as target

systems which will bt generalized into several classes of area

targets. This is consistent with Soviet procedures.
2

2.5.5.3
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second and third echi on in more exploiting and resrve positions,
they must be cIoser aild be lt;s dispersed.

2.6 mm SOVIET SUP.VIVARITYT ALTERNATIVE

2.6 Introduction. Tht generalized thr ut problee

which the Soviet face Is portrayed in FIgurt 7. Their i:ternatives

far survivabiiity are shown as excursions in Figure . Each of the

signif4 s.t cases will be discussed In detail.

2.6.2 Kasernes. Trainif ' or Oisoersion AreAs. The Soviets

have a number of alternatives to lessen the Ispact of h'ving their

projection forces held at risk. These are shown as alternatives

1, 2, and 3 in Figure 7. The Soviets could relocate from kasernes

to mobilization centers, they could locally disperse er build

shelters for their forces. Altirnatives I and r would definitely

slow the rate at which mobilization would be carried aut and would

Impede the gent'al flow into combat. Alternative 3 fis one which

would deny the use of forces in combat zones since one cannot be

sheltered and at the same tic_ on its way to a combat :onc.

2.6. I  The Trasi= .,n'a' for Cculd

be augumented with road, waterway and air or organic *ans of move-

pent. In all cases movement is slowed substantially. lher orcamic

means are employed tracked vehicle and even some wheeled vehicles

would experience severe attrition which attend ovemes of 1000 km.

Since the Soviet division tail is modest in size repair and refur-

bishment would slow the movement progress.

2.6.3.1 Choke-Points and Convergent Zones Related to Transit

and Echeloning. As one transitions from deep locatioms in the

Soviet Union through the PACT countries and into combat zones there

&re natural choke-points in transportations systems an=d convergent

zones as corbat areas are entered. Figure 7 attempts to show some

of the generic problems. There are transloading zones at which
gauge changes occur in entering and leaving the Soviet Union. T'liere
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are also river lines and on-and-off loading points in transitioning

through both the Soviet and PACT countries Into the convergent

zones. Atiacks against these 'ixed tkirget systems bridges, railroad

yards, tunnels, etc would enhance the concentration of forces being

moved forward and make them more lucrative targets.

2.6.4 The Generalized Dispersion Case. For all the

situations previously discussed, the Soviets could disperse their

forces as they do on the battlefield. Under thrse circumstances,
regiments and/or battalions could disperse into separated assembly
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2.6.4.4 It is necessary in some cases to take advantage of

time dependent targeting. This will not be tne case for every
division, but it will apply to the fraction which is dispersed.

2.6.5 k Localization Considerations. Figure 12 describes

localization consideration applicable to the various target charac-
terizations. It seems that all of these are modest with respect to
nominal requirements for surveillance in the forward area. It is
also seen that for forces echeloning in at distances beyond a few

hundred kilometers they are succeptible to attacks at choke-point,
convergent zones and in assembly and training areas. Residence time
are substantial in virtually all of these. Figure 13 addresses the
problem of localization, targeting and forces size at risk. Locali-
zation is derived from a combination of real and near real-time

information merged with an historical data base. Knowing what the
Soviets do with their forces and transportation system in peacetime
will aid in interpreting the changes that occur during crisis,

transition and in case of nos:ilizies.

? A. .I Three remaining "boxes" Figure 13 represent the opti-
mization (a minimization; of the force required to damage various

fractions of the projection force. In addition other information
such as time criticalities confidence, collateral damage for various

alternatives, etc. can be developed using existing tools, informa-
tion and techniques currently employed to support decision making.

2.6.5.2 Other Considerations. While the issue of collateral
damage was not analyzed in detail, an initial examination tends to
show that collateral damage will be high when attacking forces in

their peacetime locdtion because they are essentially co-located
with population. The combination of accuracy and yields available
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today enforce this. Wh'en for(es transition using rail transpor-

tation through choke-points the collateral damage will be high. In

convergent zones that relate to combat and in the combat zones

themselves the collateral damage will nnt be as extensive. Hon-

cor.natants do not stay out in the open but tend to shelter them-

selves or get out of those zones.

2.6.5.3 Division, regimental and battalion dispersion areas

of necessfty tre low populations density zones. Here collateral

damage will be at a minimum.
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CHAPTER 3

TARGETING SOVIET GROUND FORCES ALONG THE SWO-SOVIET BORERW

P INTRODUCTION

3.1 Oe:cription of Strategic Objectivet. Own could the

current Soviet-Chinese hostilities over borders, misorities and

ideological heresies assist the Ameri an policy of autual deterrence

in stemming globAl nuclear war? This chEpter .ttz..pt; to show huv

the Soy..t. forces East of the Urals can be targeted to provide an

effective option to deter Soviet aggression in Western Europe,

thereby replacing our current ineffectiveness in dealing with tha

mounting Soviet Military threat. Compatibility with current United

States' forces and planning, and the integration of the Soviet

Eastern scenario with theater forces will be addressed.

3.1.2 The Utility of the Study. Were '.he US and NATO

forces to uecome involved in a conflict in Wertern Europe with

Warsaw Pact nations, the current retaliatmy options available to

the president are quite limited within the European Theater. Tradi-

tional deterrence strategy, which has been directed towards the mass

destruction of countervalue, and tn A lesser degree zounterfor:2

targets in the European USSR and the Warsaw Pact nations, would,

through escalation of hostilities, not only annihilate vast numbers

of the civilian population, but the retaliatory strike would deci-

mate more thin half of the pipulation of North American as well.

But what should the US do if the USSR launched an inivasion of

Western Europe? Should the president risk Western civilization for

the sake of preventing Comuni;t conquest of allied territory? Yet ct

the same time the Soviets are continuing to hone their R&D capabilities

S3



by d-rawing upon Western expertise in sooe cases. They are strength-

ening their Ballistic Missile Defense System (8O) (vith its impli-

cations of preparing for sustained nuclear conflict); and are stepping

up paramilitary and civil defense training of the civilian population.

Thus., a much needed alternative to the weakening currernt defense

policy of deterrence, could be the targeting of Soviet East Siberian

and Far Eastern Forces.

3.1.Z.1 Only 15 million people live in the area east of Lake

Baykal, over an area larger than that of the United States. The

Soviets see the threat as obvious and the Soviet Union maintains an

army of greater than half a million men near the Chinese border.

However, in the neighboring Chinese Irovinces there currently resides

a population of over 36.5 #illion people. The reasons for the

animosities between the two nations have already been profusely

enumeeated in the media after every new Incident so they need not be

elaborated upon in this study. The Soviet Imperialist tendencies

since the war have also been well dccuxented, as has China's popu-

lation time bomb growing at the rate of one Czechoviovakia per year,

coupled with her resentment over unequal territorial treathis going

bArk sesral c.nturips. These politiczl znd dc=.crzhic tnicc-tle:

are compounded with a mixture of mutusl xenophobia, ideological

self-righteousness, personal anirosity and a good deal of down-home

racism. Yet in snitz of the potential for armed conflict, there

remains & hostile status quo, arising out of the attempts by each to

.4tcsfy themselves that their borders remain secure, and if circur-

stances require, permit the projection of power into the other's

territory. As in the European context, the Soviet Eastern forces

maintain an offensive military and political posture while operating

in a laroely defensive manner. On the other hand. Chfr.esi behavior

has remained consistently defensive. The Soviets, for instance,

maintain motorized rifle divisions (the eauivalent of US mechanized

5
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divisions) in the area while the Chinese maintain primarily infantry

divisions, The Soviets have persistently built up rail and vehicular

routes into the border areas, while the Chinese have systematically

dismantled rail lines built in the area by the JApanese. Although

Soviet weapon systems are largely defensive in the Far East and

* Central Asia, their overall offensive ballistic capabilities are

larger than Chinese counterparts. And although the Soviets kaintain

they can wage a quick lightning thrust into China, the Chinese

retaliate in their ideological pronouncements that they can defeat

the aggressor with protracted guerrilla war at the village and town

level, and thereby wear down the enemy's forces. With over 80

percent of the population being rural, the effects of surgical

strikes are minimized in China, but in the Soviet Far East in areas

near the borders the reverse is true.

3.1.2.2 The Soviets maintain a qualitaLive superiority in

mobility, nuclear and conventicnal fire support, tactical air support,

air and ballistic defense capability, and logistic support and

supply procedure. The Chinese have the quantitative advantage of

manpower in proximity to the borders and the strategic vulnerability

of Soviet logistics. Thus it is with these thoughts in mind that

targeting the Soviet Army in the East, and thereby upsetting the

balance of power, shows potential as a deterrence option.

f f

I
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1

3.Z. 1. 6 ! 'I

gence.

3.2 t.71  Contrary to common belief in the West, men with

disciplin'ar problems are no' sent to the vast wastes of Siberia as

punishment. Rather, each military district throughout the USSR and

its satellite has its punishment unit, located usually in the most

Isolated part of the district. Hence the caliber of solider is not

inferior in Asia. Because leave is limited to ten days for the two

year term for all forces, his whereabouts are unknown to relatives

and he is almost continuolly restricted to base even when off duty,

it does not matter a great deal to the recruit where he is stationed.

3.2.1.8U There are considerable missile and air and air defense

-,.-os alcng the bor=crs. Casides ground rorces, nuclear SS-12

(Scaleboard) missles are currently being deployed around Vladivostok,

Khabarovsk and China. There are about 200 IRB.4s, mostly SS-4 with I

MT warheads along the Transiberian railway, and an equal ntmber of

SS-9 ICBMs with 25 MT warheads. Other units of the 1600 strong ICBM

force could also be reprogrammed for use against China. There are

some 2500 warheads for tactical ground or air delivery imdiattly

available.
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partial inventory of men and materiels now currently known to exist

in the eastern military d rietS. shnwing the great fSht1nc:p.ty
being amassed against a traditional enemy. This sizable force, if
destroyed, would leave an enormous gap in Soviet defenses, and

should therefore be consioired as a deterrence option.
3.2.2W Soviet Concerns Alon2 Her Borders with China
Geographical and historical considerations are very revealing and go

far toward explaining why the divisions are where they are now and
whither they might go in an alert situation. The presence of Iohgolia,
divides the borders of not only China and the USSR physically, but
also psychologically in a geo-political sense. The Soviets and the
Chinese treat their border areas differently and there are abundant

historical reasons to tubstantiate the current order of battle
configurations outlined in the previous section. In targeting the
Soviet forces in Asia, these factors should be considered in deter-

mining possible sites and estimating the expenditure needed to
effectively destroy these forces.

3.2.2.1ft The West!rn China Border Area. This area comprises
Sinkiang and Hansu Provinces on the Chinese side; and the Central
Asian Republics of Tadzhiksitan, Kirgizia, and iazakhstzn which

collectively form the Central Asian Military District, plus Mongolia
west of Ulaan Baatar on the Soviet sNre. (See Figure 14)

The Pamir and the Altai mountains form much of the boundary; only
the b.u~nqrian Gates could be considered sui(.able for large scale

military operciioos. Distance from population centers makes this
area an unlikely major invasion route. It is of lesser military or
demographic importance because of its remoteness, and although both

nations have been rapidly trying to exploit its economic potential,
in terms of stratcgic or tactical value, it-would nust likeiy serve
only as a fuse to detonate the historically more important aid
densely populated areas of .ie eastern half of China. Minority
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problf.'i in the Western border area could be-exacerbated through

increased political invectives to the extent of either side making

limiatad attempts at tefritorial gains through conventional means.

This in turn could escalate into a missive invasion by either of the

two nations. But in this latter scenario it is most likely that the

heaviest military axis would shift to those areas east of Ula~n

Baatar and Lake Baykal, where both sides have been preparing to

fight for several centuries. However, both China and the USSR use

the sparsely populated areas of the west for nuclear test facilities

and there has been speculation about a so-called "surgical strike

against Lop-Nor" (the name of a lake applied to the Chinese nuclear

test facilities).

3.2.2.2 (U) From a geographical standpoint, such a strike is not

the sort of operation to gladen a Napoleon's heart: approximately a

thousand kilometers of desert and mountain terrain would have to be

crnssed each way. Certainly this is not the scrt of operation the

Kremlin would order during a period of heightened tension with the
West. On the defensive the Soviets in this area have real problems.

The military and population centers of Frunze and Alma Ata are only

300 and 600 kilometers respectively from the Chinese border, but

neithe- of thase cities are sensible !Lrategic targets for Chinese

forces. Only latent hostility explains the serious incidnnts that

take place on this border area. The fact that the population on

both sides of the border are the same ethnically explains part of

the sensitivity of the USSR to Chinese probes in the area. But were,

war to break out, both sides would most likely consider it wiser to

utilize the well-ztocked military larder to the East or the Man-

churian border. Having recently clashed there, not only are they

more familiar with the enemy terrain, they have also spent the last

four decades preparing for conflict along thit border.
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3.2 2.3 In the event of an initial Soviet offensive, the
supply route ft(.a Western Russia to the westernmost Chinese border

would be considerably shorter than moving the front to Manchuria,
but those supplies and forces would have to be hauled through 4500
miles of politically and geographically hostile terrain with little

strategic advantage across the borders.

3.2.2.4 The possibility of a Soviet offensive into China
through the west would also be impeded by the lack of fresh water,

food, and fuel supply, creating an extended logistics supply route
while enroute to the Chinese heartland. Furthermore, there are very
few connecting roads (although like in Mongolia, using portions of

the steppe would prove superior to the few weather-damaged paved

roads) and no linking rail comunications, (unlike the three possible
rodtes available in the western border area).

3.2.2.5 The Soviets, during their brief war with Japan in
August 1945, learned the lesson of over-extending their advances,
however rapid, outside the limits of their loglstics support which
proceeded at a slower pace over the similar terrain of inner Mon-
golia. There are, as a result, various long range and missile
support systems against the Chinese, but significantly few2r forces

in the western border area .

3.2.2.6 Any Soviet territorial designs limited to this area
of Sinkiang Province, would result in very slim pickings agricul-
turally and industrially. Since they already possess the better

lands west of the Tien Shan Range and the Hindu Kush, further expan-
sion into the Dzhungarian Valley north of the Tienshan and the Takla
Makan Desert of the Kashgar Valley south of the Tienshan would be

economically only nominally beneficial. Adding more Asian minor-
ities to the Soviet population in the process of takinn the terri-
tories, uniting large number; of Kzahs, Kirgiz and Tadzhok peoples,
increases the insecurities of the already slowly diminishing majority
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of Great Russians in the Soviet State. However, given the correct

political circumstances, Soviet greed for land may exceed racial
..s . i ., . , n " political I .... ...--- -- -- ... . ..- I_ -

the Mongolians and the Central Asian minorities, will just serve to

/ .extend the colonial paternalism of the Great Russian leadership.

3.2.2.7 Targeting the strategically distant4kstern border,

which is more valuable for its counterualue targets because of

greater Soviet economic investments in Central Asia and West

Siberia, would not have the same immediately crippling impact of

destroying the predominantly military targets in the East. Yet in

terms of absolute numbers, this is the only area where the Soviets

maintain a superiority (45%) in absolute numbers of troops in

opposing military districts along the 4600 KM border. But those

numbers still remtain considerably less than those amassed in the

eastern border areas. The reason for this superiority is obvious,

however. Because the majority of the population remains pre-
dominately Asian and non-Slavic in the Central Asian Military

district, the presenco of superior Soviet forces has internal se

curity significance. Soviet Asians generally serve along side their
Slavic brothers within tne military, ;nd the divisions in Central

Asia consist primarily of the indigenous populatio's. Slavic

soldiers occupy most officer and leadership positions, however, and

instruction and drilling is in Russian.

3.2.2.8 The ELsc China border area. The Chinese side of

the border comprises all of the inner Mongolian autonomous region

and Heilungkiang Province and parts of Kirin Province. The Soviet

side consists of the Transbaykal and Maritime Peninsula as well

as the Mongolian satrapy (see Figure 15). The most plausible

tzrgcting scenario -w.ould irnvolve these areas. The Sovict Far Eat~c.,
Peninsula and the Amur River basin are economically enticing and aside

from the military personnel stationed in the area, the population is
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colsiderably smaller than in tne Central Asian border area. Not

c.;Ily does the area have decent arable land, but there are also

deposits of gold, lead, zinc, coal, and, on Sakhalin Island, oil.

It is impossible to imagine that the Chinese would retain static

behind their borders were the Soviet military presence in East

Baykal and the Far East eliminated.

3.2.2.9 A further way to add credence to the use of the

Eastern area as a deterrence target, is to consider the emphasis

that both Asia and Russia have placed on ruling the Hongol-Hanchurian

periphery ove. the centuries. Chinese, Mongolian, Japanese and

Russian leaeers have viewed the Manchurian-Mongolian steppes as a

"geographitcal pivot of history", as the father of geopolitical

thinking, H. J. MacKinder put it. It is from this location that the

Mongol kirdes, the Japanese Kwantung Army and the Russian army from

Tsaris days to the present have expended men and resources in

untold numbers to obtain, maintain and defend this largely arid

grasland, broken by intermittent swamps, winds and cold. It is

pr.cisely this area against which the Chinese defensively built

t'e-r two massive defensive walls, the Great Wall and the wall 600

.m north of Choibalsan, Genghis Khan's ancien capital.

3.2.2.10 After seeing the Soviet revolution and Civil War as

an Asian thr'at to Western civilization, MacKinder ethnocentrically

moved his "heartland" within European reach in 1918, but his theory:

"(He) who rules the heartland comiands the world island; who rules

the world Island rules the world;" is equally applicable to the

Mongolia-Manchuria area, at least in Russian and Asian eyes. Harrison

Salisbury, in his analysis of a potential war between Russia and

China, has written in the same light:

"Any Soviet thrust eastward and s.ethwarO will inevitably be
made from Mongolia. Any thrust at Chinese Communist strength -
just as the thrust at Japan's Kwantung army was - will be made
from Mongolian concentration points. The Chinese troops today
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stand precisely where the Japanese troops stood thirty years
ago. Politics and regimes have changed. Geography has not.
Mongolia's relationship to Manchuria to the great industrial
complexes founded by the Russians developed by the Japanese
and expanded by the Communist Chinese, has not changed."
(- Harrison Salisbury, War Between Russia And China, p. 26)

3.2.2.11 The USSR has used the territory of the Mongolian

People's Republic, formerly Outer Mongolia, since the 1920's when
they assisted in their "national liberation movement". It has been

a launch point for incursions into China since then, and has addi-

tionally served as a buffer zone to keep the Chiaese at a distance

while allowing Soviet troops to start from a position only 560

kilometers from Peking. In understanding the historical significance

that the surrounding nations place on this "Asian heartland", one

begins to comprehend the massive defense expenditures for such a

remote area. The task of precisely targeting the Soviet Army as an

effective deterrence option assumes greater significance with the

increasing numbers and deadliness of weaponry being placed here.

3.2.2.12 The abiding concern for control of this heartland is
the basis for the protracted Soviet-Mongolian friendship. The

Soviets have spent much on their alliance with Monglia in terms of
winning them over and keeping them within the Sovit nrhit; substan-

tially improving their standard of living education and culture; and

shielding them from any untoward (read: Chinese) influences in

exchange for massive military establishments.

3.2.2.13 Furthermore, Soviet concerns for carving spheres of

influence in Manchuria are just as strong. In spite of the exhaustion

and sacrifices of the Soviet military and people at the end of the

War in Europe, the Soviet leadership still felt a genuine need to

rid the Asian mainland, and in particular, Manchuria of any vestiges

of Japanese rule, and, it possible, see about replacing IL wLii

Soviet rule. This explains the massive, single-handed campaign
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against the Japanese and the little aid given to either Chinese

nationalists (with whom they were allied during the war) or communist

partisan fccces (who received aid only after campaign and to whom

they owed ideological obligations, no matter how estranged). Thus

imediately after the defeat of the Kwantung army and the obvious

impotence of the Chinese Nationalist leadership in this area, the

Soviet government estalished the "Northeast China Region", a puppet
government led by a Soviet lackey Kao-Kang, which simply replaced

the Hanchukuo regime it had succeeded. fhe Soviets immediately

reestablished their Tsarist and prewar coocessions and control in

Sinkiang Province, along the Manchiwian Railway, and in Dairen and

Port Arthur. At the same time they looted Manchurian industries
built or expanded by the Japanese. They clung tenaciously to them

until 1954 when Mao Tse Tung publicly insisted that the lands and

looted machinery be returned and the concessions rescinded. Slowly

and obviousiy reluctantly, the Soviets backed dcwn,

3.2.2.14 With these few examples in mind, one can more fully
appreciate the importance ilitarily and politically both the Chinese

and more importantly, the Soviets place on getting a firm hold ever

every square centimeter of land in the area. The e.iinqly absurd

skirmishes like the one over Damansky Island-and tracts of permafrost,,
take on strategic meaning when one censiders their possession in

terms of an "Asian heartland". Thu!, targeting these locations to

the opponent's advantage is a severe deterrent threat.

3.3U TARGETING OBJECTIVES AND WEA NS AVAILABILITY TO TARGET
SOVIETGROUD FORCES INASIA

3.3.1U Targetin2 Objectives. The Soviets have traitionally

considered their land forces as the basis of their defensive a.d

offensive military strength in the East. Navy, air, zir dfernse ard

rocket forces for the most part play a secondary support role in the

defense against the ever-impending "Asian hordes", and it is to tne
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ground force objectives that a policy of deterrence taretlnq should

be primarily directed. Destroying the torso o' Soviet defense would

cause all other economic and political appendages to expire in this

part of tle world. It Is to this goal that U.S. ballistic forces

should be directed. However, it is ilot required to destroy all

forces to eliminate Soviet recoverability, and leam them e.ksed to

Chinese forzes.

3.3.1.1 There are several ways in which the Soviets perceive

damAge to the natinns ground forces. One was shown in Lt.previous

section (Chapter I, page B), where three threshoWs or levels of

the opo,'ational effect on forces: 10 damage = harrassoent. 30X

damage = neutralizatirnv. and 60% damage = annihilation. In the

Sovl..t East, anniiilation would equal the destruction of 33 of the

estimated 55 divisions stationed there. Our research showis that this

fi;ure and higher can be achieved with a moderate weapons outlay in

the Soviet East, using the arms resources and facilities currently

available

3.3.1.2 Another Soviet measure of annihilation and defeat of

ground forces is to assess proportion of men, artillery and tanks

left on both sides after conflict. For exumple, at the tActical

level (i.e., divisions and lower), Soviet sources indicate a 3-S to

1 enemy superiority in tanks, a 6-8 to 1 in artillery and 4-5 tg I

in men will constitute defeat. At the operational level (i.e.,

theater and front) there is a general 3:1 ratio for all three cate-

gories. With the prospect of an assured 3:1 Chinese suceriority in

ren and arms facing a severely depleted Soviet arzy as a result of

American nuclear attack, it is most likely that t. Soviet Union

wouid reconsider any aggressive behavior towards MKTO fc.ces in

Western and Central Europe. In simple figures, tkire are currently

55 Soviet (mostly .otorized rifle and tank) ground force divisions

in the Sino-Soviet border areas, there are an estimated 60, mostly
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ordinary Chinese infantry dlvisions facing these forces. The present

gradual escalation of Soviet forces seems to indicate that from the

Soviet perspective, this ratio appro~x!=ates parity. An upset in

this balance, however, resulting in a 3:1 Chinese superiority, or

roughly a loss of 36 Soviet Oi.,isions, would result in defeat. This

correlation of forces can be achieved )y utilizing the wapons

Invento jnovavailable in the U.S. military.

3.3.1.3W Both of the above Soviet perceptions of annihilation
shall be considered in assessing the types and numbers of target

items In Soviet Asia and the weapons required to effectively de:er

Soviet aggression in Western Europe.
3.3.2 --iSstoat Available to Tar, et Soviet Forces
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3. . . Attack could be possible from the ftrsian Gulf,
Indian Ocean, Sea of Japan, and the Pacific Ocean as well as the
continental U.'ited States. Were intercontinental ballistic missile
systems to be employed, their range extends over the Southern borders
of the USSR. Given the right political circuastances, the use of, the
tactical Pershing and Extended Range Lance might also be employed

from Hokkaido, Japan and South Korea to damage large portions of the

Maritiae Peninsula of the USSR.
3.2.3.2

. .3.3 With the availability of all of these weapon systrms
in mind. the folling section is concerned with the generic opli-
cation of these systems to the various target configurations encaun-"
tered In Soviet Asia, and a weapons drawdown for each of these

configurations.

3.4 TARGET SCEARIDSt AADOOIS IN TIME ANO SPACE ANDWEAPONUS LAYDO'*N^

3.4.F Introduction: Scenarios and ConfigurAtions. As
f.hcvn M tIer, there are substantial forces along the borders and
particularly the West border area. Contrary to traditinnal thinking
however, it is not impossible to effectively and efficiently target
the. This cai,,iuL be done efficientiy by attempting to dtestroy them
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division by division. Rather, the entire force structure Sst bc

destroyed collertively and virtually simultaneously as they congregate

in v&rious scenarios.

ANg"ES Om' ROTING PROCEDURES:

To address the targeting tasks, the following essentials have been
implemented for the study;
1Lar e scale maps, from the Defense Mapping A~tncyis Joint Oper-
ations Graphic (Ground) series 1501 were used te ricord and locate
key facilities and analyze geographi: data. For the historical
analysis, a series of formerly "TOP SECRET" but now declassif:ed
Japanese Intelligence maps compiled by the Kwantung Amy in Manchuria,
of Soviet configurations along the borders, were used to estimate
the location of Soviet forces in the field during a defense alert.
They were reprinted for this study and inserted into Appendix A,
"Historical Considerations in targeting the Soviet Army in the
East." They were originally printed in the Japanese Defense Agency
study on the Kwantung Army entitled, Kantogun (see bibliography).
Offensive alert positions were determined by usinC the above materials
and a series of maps printed in a Soviet study on the Manchurian
campaign entitled, Pobeda na Oal'nea Vostoke (Victory in the Far
East) (see bibliograph-y-

2Fixed facility identification was done primarily tirough listings
in the 1973 Target Data Inventory, and from open source data avail-
able through the holdirigs in the Library of Congress and other
l1ibra-Ies.

3 Target selection and classification of ident!'ied facilities was
done through selection of highest troop casualty targets as opposed
to those of a countervalue or material damage. Each target item was
then asisessed according to geographic distribution, so thAt a minimum
numher of weapons could be used againit a maximum number of targets.
4 Functbonal vulnerabilities for most of the known target itens have
already been assigned in their classified listings and, for the most
part, are subject to peak overpressure damage. Other facilities
listed within the range of dynamic overpressurc are in this study,
limited to collateral damage estimates.
5For this study, the Prizorskiy Kray (Maritime province) has been

used as a model target area. It contains over one third of the
troop installations outlays for the Soviet forces along the Chinese
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They are bast destroyed generally at the regiment level in tine and

place; taking into consideration all of those places where troops

operate and congregate on a day to day basis and more impnrtantly,

in special times of alert.. These basically fall into three scenarios:

- Peacetime/Defense dispositions

The Soviet Army in Barracks

The Soviet Army on alert-defensive

- The Soviet army on wartime alert/oifensive dispositions

- The Soviet army on alert - dispersed.
Using a building block method, weapons outlay and number of targtts

for each type of configuration of forces can be catermined separately.
These various troop positions, when recombined and amended to adjust

for target overlapping for each of the scenarios described abov,

form basis of analysis in this study. The major configurations dis-

cussed in the scenarios consist of the following:

- Barracks

- Headquarters

- Treining Areas
- Supply Repair Depots

AtNOTES ON TARGETING PROCEDURES (Continued):

border and is headquarters for most of the naval zid air forces in
the Far East. It contains the heavie3t concentration of men and
materiel of Soviet forces in the East. It is approximately 64
thousand square kilometers or larger than East Germany (GOR).
We have had to limit the actual targeting to this wod0i using the
sources available to us at the time. Given access to IaTPS sources
a most accurate and current update of the entire forces of the
Sinn-snv.et bor.r rgien . n bc zizd by utilizing the caleulaLion
methodology developed in this paper.
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- Primary Maneuver areai

- Secondary Defense/Reassembly areas

- Attack Assembly areas

- Transition collection choke points

- 5ivouaced forces

Figure 17 shows these-building blocks listed aieve as they apply to

the three major scenarios. Because of the imtertchangeable relation-

ship of the configurations, drastic alterations in targeting method-

ology znd weapons laydown are not required to accommodate shifts in

Soviet posture in the Far East, Mongolia and Siberia. Furthermore,

this system allows greater flexibility since blocks can be added,

replaced or deleted to accommodate changes in targeting emphasis and

methodologies and i. the target area itself. The following sections

discuss each of these configuratio,s in the context of the various

scenarios. A weapons outlay and a drawdown for each scenario is
given.

3.4.2
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proportionately closer to enemy borders than in the European context.
The building of selfncontained "voennye gorodki" (military towns),
some replete with state farm~s run by military units, has been a
feature of garrisons in the East and Mongolia since the 1930's, when
the threat of Japanese advance into Siberia seemed imminent. This
alleviates the large scale transitioning of troops in time of alert

and emphasizes their immediate importance to Soviet perceptions of
the ma j~t of the balance of 'arms along the oorders.

3.4. Z.; In general, the barracks are mixtures of brick and
masonry structures interspersed with wood frame buildings. Vehicle
sheds, in general, are wood frame but in older harrack are brick or

steel frame. About half the barracks are located in proximity to
inhabited areas so that there will probably be extensive civilian

casualties. Yet because of their relatively small populations (most
4.cder 10,000) consisting mainly of civilian support staff and depend-

ents, the destruction of these inhabited areas would result in
considerably fewer purely civilian casualties than in the West.
Nearly all towns in this area started out as military installations
and woe later transformed into towns. As a result, the barricks

have a tendency to be located on the highest piece of ground near
the river or at railway junctions. In general there is little heavy

industry in the area besides that locat~d in the three towns of
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Khabarovsk, Vladivostok and Blagoveshchensi. Many of the smaller

inhabited areas are virtually garrison towns and even some of the
*larger cities like IUssuri sk fit that discri tioti as well.
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3., U the pictura is not entirkly rosy. There are

various factors which limit the number of forces stationed in any

fixed installation, not the least of which is time-dwmndency.

Targeting the Soviet Army in barracks has optimal efficiency if the

attack is a surprise, at night, on a Sunday, or on a national holiday,

and especially in winter. Also during the period immediately follow-

ing the semi-annual induction of recruits, most of the equipment and

ren can be expected to be at ho%a station most of the time. Since

Joviet units can use only small amounts of their equipment in

day to day training, much of their war fighting equipment as well as

any equipmint for second echelon units will imain in the instplla-

tions and their depots.

3.4.2.11U These constraints should not restrict consideration

of their target value, however. The fact is, substantial forces

remain posted in the barracks to guard vital equipment and supplies

and both these men and materiel are vital to fighting capabilities

of tt.e forces that =y be situated outsidc of the garrison In training

or maneuvers at the time of attack. In response tG this, increasing
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the weapons outlay does enhance the chances of achieving the optimum

casualties intended in deterrence targeting. Of course, the more

targets attacked, the fewer the returns as seen in the drawdown.

But combined with the specified timing factors, the anticipated

destruction levels can still be attained, in these less-than-optimal

unalerted situations with an increased la down.
3.4.2.1:

3.4.3 Defense Alert and MAnouvet Srpnarin. In targeting

the forces of the Soviet Army located in the Far East, Eastern

Siberia and Mongolia one should cot.slder their defensive alert and

maneuver dispositions vis A vis the Chinese. They would include

forces concentrated in training and maintenance/supply depots as

well as in defense alert stations along the borders. Although most

forces are located in garrisons for the better part of the time, it

Is plausible that they would also be in these other configuratior.s

in the event of an alert to impending Chinese armed hostilities or

m:neu-crs held in response to mounting political tensions. This

section is addressed to this alerted scenario, where substantial

numbers would be moved out of barracks and sent to border maneuver,

training and other defense areas to prepare for enemy action.
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F F x ed Tr o op I ns t a I11 a t i on s

0 u r i ng M a n e uve r s and Def e nse Ale r t.
In tne u-e;er.P :-I-- -r m-ancuvcr scen~ric, there will be a trzniticn
- turces from their barracks and headquarters to the border area.
It would not now seen worth targeting these seemingly vacated fixed
troop installations. Yet there are several reasons why these fixed
positions should not be forgotttn.
3.4.3.2.11 Tne preparation and transition rate from barracks or
headquarte n the present cannot be accurately established. This
is mainly due to the fact that the category status for each kaserne
has not been established as yet. For this reason, substantial

f-ces may still be stationed within the garrisons preparing logistics
or other back-up work for the front lines or simply slower in preparina
the evacuation.
3.4.3.2.2 w Furthermore, these garrisons and headquarters, particu-
larly the ones closest to the front, will most likely be filled with
reserve or rear echelon forces and rerain of logistic-supply valui.
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Depending upon the intensity of tho threat perceived, it is conceivable

that not all units stationed In the garrisons be sent to the border

maneuver areas. Unless this can be absolutely determined, all

installations remain suspect.

3.4.3.2.34 Hence fixed troop installations and headquarters are

still of target value, and as suggested earlier, are a basic component

to the building block targeting scenario. Naturally, there would be

a moderate to sharp diminuation in the force numbers in this category

of troop configuration. It is most likely that the drawdown would

not be z% steep as shown in the previous section, since the larger

division-size garrisons would be first to be mobilized in a major

defensive action. on the other hand, if the maneuver or defense

alert were performed in iosponse to a perceived minor threat, it is

most likely that only local troops would be dispatched to the border

to assist the KGB border guards.

3.4.3.3. P r i m a r y T I m e P h a s e d T a r g e t s:

De fen s e Maneuver and Ale r t Areas.

The Soviet Army on alert-defensive maneuvers is probably the most

complex target and yet the most likely in view of the protracted

Soviet hostilities of the last decade. Extensive Soviet defensive

positions have been developed over the last fifty years Lo Include

concealed concrete bunkers and underground facilities as well as

alternate cor.iand posts and similar structures. In this posture,

the barracks are of dubious value over time since the equiprent will

have been moved with the first echelon units and may already have

been issued to the second echelon. However, total weapon outlays in

targeting defense maneuver or alert areas in this part of the world

would be less than in the West where forces are more evenly distri-

buted throughout the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe to assure

domestic and Bloc internal security, as well as to prepare for

possible agression against Western European forces. In the Soviet
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m
East, known trails and routes to border training and defense alert

areas are easily discernable on large scale naps and aerial photographs.

These trails are almost without exception connected to the known

training and defense maneuver or alert areas used by the Soviets

prio- to the August II45 offensive against the Japanese Kwantung

Army in Manchuria. (See Appendix A for maps). Built between 1930

and early 1945 t,.e defense areas were observed and well charted by

the Japanese who kept a detailed record of the regular Soviet displays

of sabr3-rattling maneuvers, performed to contain Japanese intentions

in Siberia.

3.4.3.3.1 I This same type of activity along the borders still

occurs today against the Chinese. Yet until data on the exact

current locations of defenlse alert areas is made available from

JSTPS and other intelligence sources and compared, thea wartime

locations observed by the Japanese serve sufficiently well as the

basis for determining current dispositions.
3.4.3.3.2I
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3.4.3.3.8 F igure 24 indicates the heaviest concentration of

forces along te borders during the defensive years of Soviet-Hanchurian

relations betvteen 1942 and 1944, .,hen the mass of Red Army fighting

power was needed in the European theater. These distributions hold

true today but only in larger proportions. Georgraphy and strategic

importance dictated dispositions then as now.

3.4.3.3.9 (U). Defense maneuver and alert areas are not the only

primary time-phase targets In this complex scenario however. Simiul-

taneously with the primary surface bursts or maneuver areas and air
bursts on selected fixed troop installations and headquarters. there

are two other troop configurations that might be considered: Training
areas and repair/supply depots.

3.4.3.4 I Primary Time Phased Targets:

T r a I n i n g A r e a s. Training areas have been observed

historically in or close to border areas and barracks, located on

less desirable real estate, similar to the American experience with

Fort Bliss and similar forts in the West. In Soviet Asia, the
barracks and border zones are built close to one another due to

geograohlc strictures and Soviet insecurities. Estimates vary as to

the amount of time Soviet troops spend In training areas at the

regiment, battalion and division level. During the late spring and

autumn induction season, larger scale training operations are held.

But for the most part, training ZAercises are held close to home

base. Physical exercie- ;s a daly regimen activity of the Soviet

soldier done mostly in barracks. A conservative estimate holds that

at the divib1on level, troops are outside of the garrison In training
over 30% of the time. Yet full division and battalion level training

operations occur only several days each per annum, and never Is a

garrison completely abandoned fct training exercises.
3.4.3.4.1 1  The Soviet Army In training is a more difficult
target and is obviously more expensiee than targeting fixed troop
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installatiots. But since training areas are somctimes attached to

barracks, they can be simultaneously destroyed. This target has

similarly a surprise connotation sinqe in a period of tension, or

when the USSR is preparing for a surprise attack, one of the two

front line alert postures is far more likely to be choen as a

target site. In addition, units engaged in training must be spotted

or identified as being in the training areas and attacked there.

Fortunately a great deal is known about Soviet Ar.y training patterns

(See Annex I) and, as a result, it is not beyond our technolo;/ to

locate these units. It is a matter of deciding wnether to expend

the resources on this area at a time of high tension and demand in

other theaters.

3.4.3.4.2When units are known to be in traiiing, they can be

attacked with ten to fifteen weapons per division and an assured

destruction of 60%. This is a rather high price, but in the target

model area where many training areas are attached to barracks, head-

quarters, depots, and front maneuver &reas, the outlay may be somewhat

reduced. Based on World War 11 data, only one or possibly two

unattached training areas are known to exist that currently do not

serve another function today. A deeper XnowIedge force conig-

urations in training is, however, needed to creatt a more accurate

drawdown than shown in Fi ure 25.

3.4.3.4.3
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DAVAGE TO
FORCES:%

TqtA!,Nl A RuAT

NUMIER OF WEAPONS

L*7IONSORTARGETED SUPPLY REPAIR DEPOTS.

2 TA-*IIG AREAS DESTROYED AS A RESULT OF ICING IN PROXIMITY TO TARGErED CORDER
.V4%EUVERED AREAS.

3 FANNiJg AREAS LOCATED SEPARATELY FRnM EITHER FIXED TROOP INSTALLATION OR
SEOER MANEUVER AREAS.
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3.4.3.6.113 Although initial disposition vill be chaotic and
scattered o escape the effects of the blastst the general patterns
will be towards convergence and reassembly over time. Converging
forces either unscathed or as yet unaffected by the radiation from
the surface bursts will .svor'je behind the lines at loading points,
at minor choke P-:o:s along small rivers, or in town or installations
near tha L.,Oers seeking transport, shelter or dispensary services.
The elimination of these reassembling forces would assure strategic
annihilation.
3.4.3.6.21
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3.4.3.10.3

Offensive/Wartime Scenario: Tha Snviet Army on *.'_

Poised for Invasion of China. From a military point of view, this

is not 4 very logical Soviet posture, but political conditions might

make it necessary for the Soviets to invade the PRC, just as no one

expected the invasion of Czechoslovakia by Nazi Germany in 1939, or

by the USSR in 1966. Yet, uniess specific puiltical circumnstances

warranted, it is not likely that the Soviets would launch an offensive

against the Chinese and at the same time threaten HATO forces in

Cerrral Europe, which is the raison dletre of this alternate deter-
- -. ;-lnus l. Nevertheless, in this offensive scenario, Soviet

first echelon *-cops would be expected to be in assembly areas ready

for the attack-frc.-tne . Depending on the timing, the second

echelon troops will be in eith," a-sembly areas or in the oarracks,

fitting out.
3.4.4.
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3.4.4.4 The following discussion of the various target items
for this :enario shows their daterrence possibilities with the

range of US weapons capabilities.

3.4.4.5, Bivouacked troops will be =haltered in either tents

or, most l-% ,, :itL y,,,rary dug-out shelters called "zemlyanka's",
ina since the weapon damage effects radius of a 40/50 KT extends far
beyond the targeted installation, -those bivouacked fcrces would also
be destroyed for the most part. Furthermore, fo-ces quarter.d in
privatcG'.",,,ngs, a praqtice of Sovict forces. uscd during the
Second World War in the Far East in the border areas, would also be
destroyed-because of their proximity to barracks, reserve areas,
%rcrrtion-collection points and assembly areas along the front.
3.4.4.5.2 (U). Rail junctions which serve as major transition and
collection points and the major link with western supply routes, are
primary target items during a Soviet offensive, and any forces
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bivouacked or assigned to these key junctions would subsequently

also be destroyed. In the same light, the forces assembled lim front

assembly areas poised for invasion or on reserve bases would also be

primary target items, so additional weapons would not need to tbp

assigned ust for bivouaced forces.

3.4.4.5. Ji t must be noted, however, that the closer to the

Initial D-day an attack is planned, the greater is the chance of an

exponential decline in the number of forces inhabiting the fixed and

temporary troop installations, since increasing numbers are sent to

the front, are echeloned, and finally dispatched. Thus, like Figures

18, 20, and 21 showing troop capacities in space, there are similar

diminishing returns over time during a ioartime offensive in tzrgatlng

all fixed troop installations. Since many of these installations

nay be used to quarter second echelon and reserve troops, howeiver

the curve will not abruptly diminish (see Figure 30).

3.4.4.S.4/ The final dispatch of troops to the front in August

1945 and tL.e subsequent evacuation of these installations required

less than a fortnight. Yet during tte several months prior to; the
invasion of Manchuria, garrisons were swelled several times beyond

capacity. Had the Japanese been able to bomb these installations at

this time, the Red Army might have desisted in tl?ir imperialistic

designs in Asia. Once again the same considerations for weapoins

outlay in targeting fixed troop installations, shown in the frst

.::tion, should be used in targeting.'Soviet forces in en offensive

alert. Essentially, the same drawdown curve could be used but

taking under consideration the geographic shift in concentrati,ons

along the West Manchurian border Prea and Mongolia. For this -reason,

greater yields and numbers of weapons might be suggested for these

areas as far west as U1inn Baatar and Irkutsk and as far northi as

Bratsk.
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3.4.4.6 W S u p p y /R e p air D e p o t s. Because the
echelonment of forces and the preparations for launching an offensive

against the enemy would result in the broader distribution of men *

and materiel assigned to front line logistics and engineering support,

the value of targeting fixed repair/supply depots would probably

remain static in terms of fixed repair/supply depots would probably

remain static in terms of manpower allocation depending upo their
geographic location from the border. The wholesale abandement of
these facilities as target items would not be advised because of

their proximit to other prime coll4teral targets such as rail
junctions a.. their continuing function as rear supply and repair
depots for the front. Like fixed troop installations however, their

significance would diminish as the intended D-day drew near and more
troops were assigned to the front lines. (See Figure 30).
3.4.4.

3.4.4.8 J
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3.4.4.8.1l These rail and vehicle junction points (see Appendix

C for morded ail) were and still remain:

Transbavkal Military District Far East Military District

Ulan Ude Skovorodino

East of Karymskoe Svobodnyy (vehicle transship-

Borzia ment area)

Kharanor Belogorsk

Ounaeva Zavitinsk

Cherryshevsk Bureya Izvestkovyi

Birobidzhan

Volochaevka Vtoraya

Mongolian Military District Manzovka

Ussuriysk
Ulaan Baatar Uglovoe

Choibalsan Suchan (Partizansk)

3.4.4.8.2 USince the war, many of these junctions and resulting

trunk lines have been expanded and laid with multiple track. They
Ivc their terci-nis in border tc-nz, zc= having recorded popu-
lations of less than 10,000 inhabitants, implying their military

significance. The rail and vehicular routes for the Maritime Penin-

sula amply indicate the density of transport facilities for mainly

defense purposes in this otherwise sparsely populated area. Like

the examples shown in the model area, during an attack on defense

alert configurations, the breach of the major rail facilities listed

above also reap other target items including possible temporary

troop installations, training areas and supply depots.

3.4.4.8.3% Unlike targeting peacetime/defense alert areas, the

rupture of major transition collection choke points should not be a

secondary target, used to trap and destroy retreating forces, but

should occur concurrently with targeting fixed troop installations,

and repair-supply depots And front line assembly areas. This will
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assure that forces will not be able to imm~ediately recover, regroup
or retreat. Likewise, major harbor facilities should also bte dim-

inated to further assure non-recoverability over time. Because an

offensive would most likely occur in the late spring or sumer,
rivers and ocean harbors would be key logistics supply centers for'

the easternly fronts, particularly if an attack ora the rzil links
were anticipated. This would include the port facilities irt Vladi- ~
vostok, Nakhodka. Khabarovsk and Blagoveshchensk. Fortunately,

these cities contain other valuable target items and they will have

already been chosen as ke tar at sites.

3.4
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3.4.4.10 Tr o op s 0 s e d Fo r I n va s o n
Front Assembly Areas.
Like troops on defense alert, forces would line the borders in
anticipation of hostilities, but their numbers, distribution and
orientation would differ greatly. It is most likely that a number
of fronts would be created from each military district, and forces l

assigned accordingly as in the Manchurian campaign of 1945, with the
greatest concentration of forces being sent to Mongolia and the
southern half of the Maritime Peninsula.
3.4.4.10

"4~3.4.4.1 Although the theater-wide weapons laydown would vary

greatly from the defense alert and maneuver scenario, weapons laydown
along the border assembly areas themselves would essentially appear
the same with only minor -':,r*ations. Going back to the August 1945
Manchurian campai's, Soviet writers, in their unbounded pride in
victory ove- ct:c Japanese, have documented in detail the positions
of moe'. of these forces down to the division and in some cases,
• g!ment level along the borders. Superimposed over the defensive
positions recorded by the Japanese several years earl er, the offen-
sive lineup entails not only a greater troop density (since manpower
increased twofold), but troops were arranged in heaviest concer-
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trations not in defensive UR's (fortified regions: ukreplensyy

rayon) as in 1943, but in valleys, shallow river crossing points,

and along vehicular and rail reutes that led to the Manchurian %

heartland. Besides having deeper columns and many tanks, and other
armored vehicles, they were assigned considerable engineering and

reconnaissance support (see Appendix A for tmore detail). Because

the Japanese were not able to adequately patrol the entire border,

these latter support units were operating in Manchuria a week to two

weeks before the actual invasion was launched.

3.4.4.10. U Thus, in this scenario, current intelligence is

absolutely necessary in assessing weapons laydown. Since forces

will be in these positions a week or two before the invasion is

launched, timing is of the essence. Fortunately, since most forces

will be located in the relatively treeless steppes of the Mongolian

plain, de ction will be easier with current data collection systems.3.4. 4.0. '

!''

3.4.4.111 T r a i n I n g A r e a 5. In peacetime and

defense alerL, Ctining areas by and large, were located near the

border areas or attached to isolated fixed installations out of
eneimy sight. The latter is true for forces In ort me and i, offan-

sive configurations. Ouring the months prior to the offensive

against the Japanese Kwantung Army, Soviet forces made very elaborate
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training maneuvers, largeiy out of sight of Japanese intelligence.

They practiced at night for various types of warfare, to quickly

acqualnt the forces .reslh from Central Europe with the types of

tzrrain and new fighting situations (night, swamp, Ptountain, desert)

they would encounter in Manchuria. Because of the haste in prepar-

ation and fear of detection, the same would probably be true today

only for greater numbers with taore sophisticated equipaent. Yet as

shown in the alert defense scenario, these positions can only be

inaccurately postulated and thus requilre more data before they can

be ascertained. For this reason, only those training areas which

are attached to installations or depots have been considered.

3.4.4.12 Res ervas and Eche I onaent of

F o r c e s. Although reserves and the echelonment of forces were

organized in preparing for the attack against the remaining Japanese

forces in Manchuria In August 1945, at the last moment, formal

echelonment was never implemented and most of the reserves were

incorporated into the front lines, leaving only a skeleton force

behind. There were several reasons for this.
9 Because merican forces had reached the Japanese main

island and had dropped the atomic weapons on Hirashima and

Nagasaki, capitulation seemed rninent ind the possibility

of the Japanese mounting a counter-offensive in Manchuria

was nearly impossfole since all torces abroad and at home

were needed to defend the home islands.

* Intelligence had shown the Soviet military leaders that

Japanese forces in Manchuria had suffered great attrition,

and that the "friendly" Manchukuo armies lacked oorle and

stamina. An all out tidal wave attack on these demoralized

forces would therefore have the greatest psychiological

impact.

* Soviet forces needed the assurance that war wzuld not be
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protracted in the East since most of the forces had behn

sent directly fron the Western theater, and were doubtless

bewildered and probably even irascible about being sent

over six thousand miles in soe cases, to a remote part of

the world to fight an enemy they hardly considered over

the last seven years. A single, quick, and all-out offen-

sive, therefore, would boost the fighting morale of forces

used to looking West for the enemy and still filled with

the eupnoria of VE-day.

3.4.4.12.1 a Todi-y, because of the contining propaganda hate-

campaign between the USSR and the PRC; aid what seems to the Soviets

to be untold hordes of Chinese who could be ov-stered to attack the

vulnerable Socialist Motherland in the Far East, it is doubtful that

the Soviets would ignore the use of reserves and echelonment in

deploying projection forces a§ainst the Chinose. Until the sudden

ch... n strategy in late August 1945, reserves and some rear

,orcis were located along all of the railway junctions and

.,,|,al points enentioned previously in rear dafense and assembly

areas along rail towns In the Paritime Peniniula dangerously close

to the Manchurian border, and in secluded valleys away :ro-n the

borders and out of enemy sight. Many et these reterve and rear

echelon positions shown on Soviet naps and reconstructed from Soviet

and Japarese writings on the campaign, correspond witn military

sites listed in current classified documents.
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ize. Each of the ta .get systems discussed can be conceived within a

scnario. This one, however, is very difficult to visualize since

the Soviets have never practiced or trained for this posture. In

order to disperse effactively - that is to avoid destruction by a

small additional nimber of weapons, the dispersal must be down to

battalion level and at such distance from barracks or other expected

targets as to substantially minimize casualties. The question

arises, where are such areas to be found? Since most of the popu-

lation and communications centers run closely along the Sino-Soviet

border, the border itself has been, for centuries, one of the best

communication routes in the Far East. Any dispersal areas must of

necessity be deeper within the USSR and hence merely dispersing to

such areas puts the principal Items defended at risk. Under such a

plan the defenses of such cities as Blagoveshchensk, Khabarovsk,

Ussurlysk and Vladivostok would have to be at least partially aban-

donerf. A small nu-,her of ueil placed weapons would isolate the fto

troops left in the defensive positions leaving the border virtually

indefensible. The next vital question is how long would the units . 4

be in the dispersal positions? An hour or two or even ten or twenty

would be supportable but longer periods would not be feasible espec-

ially in winter without extensive preparation to include prestocked

food 4nd other supplies.

3.4.5.1 5 Prolonged dispersion is highly time-and-geography

dependLent. In general, dispersed forces would not be able to remain /I

in Lhe upen for ionger L han a week before food and other supplies

would become exhausted. The dispersal condititns would only be

exacerbated by climatic severities: monsoon rains in late summer,

freezing and snow In winter, and spring thaw and rains. Drinking

water and firewood supplies are perenially scarce west of Lake

Baykal and in most of Mongolia and parts of the Transbaykal. However,

it is most likely tiat not just these but all dispersed forces will
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carry their own water for fear of contamination. Hence logistics

obstacles would limit the period and range of dispersion.

3.4.5.2 3 Because most valleys and passes in the East are

swamp-laden and access within the mountain ranges outside of the

inhabited major river valleys is limited on foot or by vehicle, the

number of positions and degree to which forces can disperse in thebe

distant areas is also limited even in optimum climactic conditions

in the eastern pzrt of the Soviet-Manchurian border. In the western

portion anti in Mongolia and most of central Asia, the rolling,

exposed ex. inses of the steppe lands offer little protection against a
an elongatic fallout pattern or against the more severe elements of

nature. _ '
3.4.5.3 More important would be rehearsals of the reassembly.

If the force can be prevented from reoccupying defensive positions

for an extended period, it would no longer be an effective defensive

force. Because there is no evidence of prestockage or other prepar-

ation of dispersal positions and there has been no evidence of

rehearsals for such activity, it is considered highly unlikely and

self-defeating for all practical purposes.

3.4.5.4m. With the Soviet forces dispersed, it is possible to

conceive of waves of Chinese infantry and guerilla fighters being&

disp.-ched across the borders. To assist in such an advance, a

ballistic attack on partially abandoned key fuel and communications

facilities and garrisons would effectively neutralize Soviet forces.

Regrouping operations would be paralyzed.
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CHAPTER 4

COHCLUSIONS AND RECOMMEN0ATIONS

4.11 CONCLUSIONS I

4.1.1 Introduction.

4.1.2
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been discussed above, the Soviet Army would appear to be a far more

credible target systan~ than almost any other element of the Soviet
socieuy. It is the military and para-military forces which assures
political viability and economic vitality in Soviet Society. Under
direct -ontrol of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, the military
is the omnipI't:ent force to prevent the spread of wide-spread domestic
dissidgnce. Furthermore, in the Eastern regions, the Soviets see the
massing of large troops concentrations along the border as the primary
means to allay the Chinese from overrunning Soviet Asia.
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4.1.3.2 Expected attitudes of other powers might have an

effect on the credibility of such a deterrent posture. The People's

Republic of China, while distrusting the United States. might never-

theless welcome the opportunity to degrade USSR forces on its bor-

ders. Chinese territorial claims, ethnic aspirations and the deep-

seated fear of the greedy colossus to the North could be expected to

enhance their, desire to accept such an option with the United States.
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Such acceptance could mean the transit of their airspace with our

missiles or even aircraft and the movement of their troops to the

border. This would ensure that the Soviat troops on the berder

could not disperse even if they had been tLaned of Soviet forces

may favorably view an option which would pro.lise to bring an on-going

successful invasion to a halt.

4.1.3.3 A targeting policy which can be executed without

using a s gnlfcant portion of our strategic weapons, id Aich

would be acceptable by key allies is one which would surely be

believable to our potential adversaries.

4.2% RECOIIENDATIONSM

4.2.1 Since actual targeting laydowns can only be done by

the Joint Strategic Target Planning Staff or the Commanders-in-Chiefs

of nuclear forces and supporting intelligence is very closely held,

this study has been largely theoretical in nature. For this reason,

some of the recommendations made in this study require further examination.4.2.2 /,

14
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4.2.3 It is assumed t hat this target system, if approved as

a deterrent option, will acq',ire a sufficiently high priority for

reconnaissance and analysis assets, as to greatly improve our speci-

fic knowledge of the system. This problem is discussed in greater

detail in Annex 2, where other additional reconwendations will be
found.
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APPENDIX A

IHISTORICAL CONSIDERATIONS IN TARGETING SOVIET FORCES
ALONG THE SINO SOVIET BORDER

A.1 GENERAL. There has been friction between the Russians

and their eastern neighbors stretching back into the days of the

Scythian incursions (3 B.C.). Because the eastern and southern *

boundaries of the Russian state have always been vague, an endless

traffic of arms and soldiers has existed. The most notable were the

Mongol Hordes who subjugated the young Russian state and left a mark

that has permanently affected the Soviet attitude toward war, defense,

and neighbors--especially oriental neighbors. Of more immediate

concern are the incidents against the Japanese on the Sino-Soviet

border in the thirties and the Soviet invasion of Manchuria in the

closing days of World War II.

A.i.1 When it bec:aae evident in September 1931 that Japan

intended to control major areas in China that had been Russian

spheres of influence for decaces or even centuries, the USSR began

to react. The movement of military forces to the area resulted in

the establishment of the current military districts and a clash at

Lake Khasan (near Vladivostok) in 1938 which resulted in a two week

skirmish touted by the Soviets as a major victory. In the following

year the Japanese forces started to move into Outer Mongola and were

repulsed in a4, engagement at Khalkhin-Gol that lasted from May

through August 1939, led by a then already famous, General G. K.

Zhukov.

A.1.2 These two engagemcnts were of great help to the

Soviets in understanding the problems involved in the invasion of

Manchuria plannad in late 1945. That campaign in Manchuria has been

seen as a model of the postwar blitzkrieg which the USSR is prepar-

Ing for Western Europe, and indeed for campaigns everywhere. The
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build-up and attack were accomplished with remarkable skill and

precision; the Japanese Kwangtung Army still had a lot of fight left

in it even after two atomic weapons had convinced the government of

Japan that it should surrender unconditionally. From a political

point of view it was necessary for the Kwangtung Army to be beaten

by the Russians and for its weapons to be handed over to the Communist

Chinese forces rather than the Nationalists with whom the Soviet

Union wa; allied. The Scviets had, after all, cranked up for the

war in good faith. When they sent their divisions east there was no

reason to expect the Kwangtung army to quit. The atom bomb was

dropped on Hiroshima the day before the campaign began but after the

Soviet Supreme Command had ordered the invasion. The second atom
bomb on Nagasaki was dropped at a time when the Japanese were doing

sore of their fiercest fighting in Manchuria.

A.1.3 The prewar Soviet strength on the Chinese border was

about forty rifle and mechanized divisions supported by tun air

divisions for a total of about 800,000 men.

A.I.4 By 1944 this strength had been reduced to about

400,000, facing nearly one and a half million Japanese and Manchukuo
trooos. These forces were built up between May and August to about

83 rifle and tank divisions for a total of about 1.6 million men.

During the same period the Japanese were unable to make any sizable

shifts of their troops, well aware as they were of the rapidly

deteriorating picture strategically.

A.1.5 The success of the Soviet offensive against the

Kwan;tung Army fit perfectly into the Zhukov strategy model, demon-

strated earlier in 1939 in the Khalkhirm-gol campaign. According to

Sovie: sources, the Soviet High Ccmman" nlinued to believe up

until the Mancqurian invasion t...t tne Japanese were still official-
ly plannirg an offendg -against the Soviets with tne code-name
"Kant:?ken". Ei:!'r the leadership was being overly cautious about
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Japanese capabilities or was simply not aware that they had official-

ly abandoned their offensive strategy early in 1945. Nonetheless,

the delusion continued to serve political goals to justify the

massive buildup against the Japanese. Air and other reconnaissance

was carried out simultaneously with the creation of an overwhelming-

ly superior strike force. All of the elements of a surprise offen-

sive were exploited as fully as circumstances permitted by utilizing

the following:

(1) Forestalling the main thrust of operations until sufficient

superiority could be guaranteed.

(2) Attacking when and where the enemy is least prepared and

expects attack, accomplished by concealing all preparations

and exercising vigorous security measures.

(3) Using qualitatively and quantitatively superior weaponry

without the enemy's knowledgc of troop capabilities prior

tdWtne offensive. (In 1945 it included introducing new

tank models and rocket weapons (Katyusha); in a contemporary

setting, it would include nuclear weapons as well as the

latest in conventional hardware.)

(4) Exploiting the nlimate and topography to surprise the

enemy in his weakest position.

(5) Having a pliable alternative strategy (or strategies)

available to meet last minute exigencies.

(6) Bold attack at detachment and sub-unit level on enemy

territories.I

A.l.6 During the late 1960's and early 1970's a rash of

books appeared in both Japan and the Soviet Union on the Soviet

Army's twenty-four day campaign against the Jananese Kwantung (Kanto)

Amy. The Soviet volumes have been published in the same period as

a series of border incidents and verbal hostilities between the

T(above materials ex:rac+ed and adapted from Sovetskave Voetnava

Entsiklcceciva Posccw, 1975), Vol. 2, p. 162
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China and the USSR and are particularly rich in their analogies with

the contemporary military situation. As one 4uthor has bluntly

stated:

Experience in using tank formatios and field forces
in the conditions of the Far East hh shown that in
these regions (including the Greater K,.ingan Mountain
Range) it is possible for large numbers of troops to
employ modern military technology. (p. 329 Pobeda)

A.l.7 Although they have tended to laud themselveb -xces-

sively by exaggerating Japanese strengths, the Soviet authors are

quite open about many of their failings and openly reflect on solu-

tions to solving the problems in a contemporary setting. The greatest

factor, in the Soviet view, which influenced their victory from the

very beginning of the campaign was to effectively use all of the

elements of surprise - tactical, operational and strategic. It is

the basis of their strategy even today, and its consideration as a

factor in deterrence targeting should also ze consierel.

A.2 SURPRISE IN SOVIET WAR FIGHTING. The use of the

various types of surprise tactics on the enemy is a key feature in

an analysis of Soviet strategy. Although Soviet authors trace it

back to Lenin 2 and the Civil war, it became a well established

characteristic of Soviet strategy during the Second World War under

Marshall Zhukov. He established his successful strategies very

early in the Asian heartland at Khalkhin-Gol in June 1939, which he

describes in detail in his memoirs. -

"cf his "Will the Bolsheviks Maintain Control of the State" Collected
Works, 5th Ed., V. 34, p. 335.

31he Memoirs of Marshall Zhukov, Delacorte Press, NY 1969, 147-171.



While rapidly building up a massively superior armies in both men

and weapons quantitatively and qualitatively (and in particular,

tanks), local forces attempted to hold the lioe with supplemental

air support. Rigorous security measures were simultaneously enforced

to ensure tactical surprise, while strategic surprise was ensured

by attacking from a direction and at a time least expected. He

usually chose the double envelopment as his attack tactic.

A.2.1 The same general techniques were also used in the

Manchurian campaign where they were effective more rapidly than in

any other Soviet campaign in any other theater in the Second World

War. They will not be likely to abandon such a successful method

for a new one even given the circumstances of modern technology, but

will rather attempt to interject the new into the old.I

A.2.2 In the article on surprise, in the new Soviet Military

Encvclopedia, the author M. Kiryan has written:

The most important conditions needed to achieve surprise,
now as hAf~r, arp kapinq ;erret the c.-and plans for
the operation (battle), the preparations for fighting in
a short t:.ie and hiding from the enemy the means of fire,
particularly (.-.clear missiles. (Sovetskava Voennava Entslklooedia
v.2,p. 163)

From the above quote it would poem that the author was describing

the Hanchurian campaign, since all of the above conditions were met

superbly. Because Soviet leaders have lauded the Manchurian cam-

paign (See Rand Corporation Study: Timely Lessons of History: the

Manchurian model for Soviet Strategy ( July 1976, the Rand Corpor-

aLion,-SanLd Honicd, CA) as d perfect exa..pit uf SovleL ALraLeyy dnfl

pointed it out as e~i excellent model for future endeavors in the Far

East, it cannot be overlooked.

A 3 ELENEUTS OF STRATEGIC SURPRISE. The entire campai~n

was a masterful exarmle of a swift strike with an overwhelming
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number of heavy weapons and men a la Zhukov. But more impressive

than this is the ability to have struck the enemy at his weakest

point. The Japanese placed most of their forces on the Maritime

peninsula border thinking that since that area was tht aost heavily

defended by botU sides, they would launch their main thrust through

that area. Insteau, the Soviets sent roughly half their men and

materiel from the Transbaykal (Mongolia, Dauria) front. The Japanese

were obviously not ignorant of the possibility of the use of this

area as the main front since it was here they fought Zhukov in 1939.

It was the most geographically logical place of embarcation, in the

South over the Mongolian steppe, but they had no idea of the size of

the operation that the Soviets were planning against them om that

direction. This was partially accomplished by feints and.maneuvers

held in the Far Eastern Front on the Maritime peninsula, which made

this already most closely watched area seem more important it really

was.

A.3.1 A further element of strategic surprise in the campaign

was timing. Thn Japanese had placed the offensive starting date in

Septmbvr, and even the Souiets had expected to begin in late August,

but since the troops were generally prepared by the seventh they

moved the initial assault data to the ninth, thpreby surprising both

the Japanese and themselves. In a modern context, the importance of

both the location and timing of the main attack are somewhat dimin-

ished by historical precendents and the current disposition of

troops along fixed border positions. However, timing once again

could play a major role, since preparations for the attack could

occur almost immediately while the transport of men and materiel

from the West would perform only a support logistics function. The

juxtaposition of Soviet forces today gives in indication of the

defensive nature of Soviet dispositions against the Chinese. Were

there a massive buildup of forces in the Mongolian and western
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portion of the east border area, one might expect offensive action

against the People's Republic. In maps printed by the Japanese in

1943, for examph . when the Soviets were in a defensive positions,

they occupied hundreds upon thcusands of pillboxes along the entire

border between the two countries. Equipped with new weaponry they

are in these sane general locations today. During the offensive,

however, In August 1945, they launched an army twice their former

size through roughly the same border locations. It took them about

four months to prepar,, for their invasion, the bulk of preparations

occuring in the latter two. In targeting these forces, it is abso-

lutely vital that current, almost daily, inte1llgence be used to

plot changes in Soviet configurations in Asia. Because the Japanese

High Command and Kwantung Army Headquarters relied on thair Intelli-

gence Section's meticulously accurate data compiled between 1941 and

1944 of Soviet defences to predict to the Soviet offensive in mid-

1945, it is, in part, the fault of Japanese intelligence for not

suspecting an attack from the Mongolian plain.

A.3.3 The success of the Mongolian route will undoubtedly

be a factor in its being tried again. The locations of voenniye

oorodki, or "little military towns" throughout Mongolia and the

extension of permanent rail and vehicular routes throughout the area

along the Mongolian border correspond to the paths taken by Soviet

ana Mongolian troops in their assault on the Kwantung Army.

A.3.4 The towns of Irkutsk and Chita, lying North of Mongol;a,

are on the supply routes for both East Siberia and the Far East of

the Soviet Union, and their target value cannot be minimized during

an offensive buildup. The combination of topography, climate and

precedent make this location in the Asian heartland of crucial value

to the Soviet offensive strategy. Fortunately, topography and

climate also nake this area the most visible to reconnaissance means

hence target accuracy is more assured here than in other areas.
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A.4 OPERATIONAL SURPRISE. Because of the relatively flat

terrain, the Soviets first used the Transbaykal front to test their

newly developed rocket launcher weapons, against which the Japanese

were poorly prepared. Their success has been now dwarfed by the

proliferation of significantly more sophisticated counterparts in

this same area. The appointment of First Deputy Commander cf Soviet

Strategic Rocket Forces, Vladimir F. Tolubko in 1969 to the position

of Commander in Chief in the Far East lends even more credence to

the methods of potential strategy to be used against the Chinese

enemy.

A.4.1 Another factor of operationnl surprise is the massing

of vastly superior weapons and forces out of sight of the enemy.

The equipment of was superior in both quality and quantity. At the

time of the campaign the Soviets had over 4500 tanks, 670 of them

being the new F34 models; over 1000 armed artillery vehicles, 3900

fightcr aircraft. The Japanese had only 1000 tanks, most of them

1930 models, 1800 planes and 5000 pieces of artillery. The eleven

(or twelve depending upon the account) divisions of the less than

one million men of the Kwantung Army were one-half to one-third in

strength of first line divisions. They also had begrudging assis-

tance frum recalcitrant Manchukuo and Korean forces. The Soviets

had 45 divisions consisting of over 1.7 million men. Soviet concern

for massive superiority is reflected today in their in the equipment,

manpower and military installations invested in the Soviet Far East

and Baykal region.

A.5 ELEHEPTS OF TACTICAL SURPRISE. Although the local

populations living within a 20 mile radius from the border were

either anmed fnr defense, or replaced by NKVO border guards in the
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mid-1930's, during the buildup any residual civilian population was

not interfered with so as to not alert Japanese reconnaissance.4 Up

until D-day, military haycutting coamands of 15-20 men were sent

out in the field to give the appearance that no significant changes

were taking place behind the lines.

A.5.1 Furthermore units and even armies were shifted around

as a deception technique. The 5th Army was, for example, sent to

the border area by unit and formations near Topolevaya on the Turii

Rog Front, but by the end of August had entirely regrouped into new

positions.

A.5.2 Much attention was given to training the troops to

operate at night and to function independently of one another as

subunits (podrazdeleniia) in the mountaln taiga terrain.

A.5.3 They spent much time on aerial reconnaissance and

all officers wee given intelligence maps of their area. Radio

broadcasts were sent only grm ar'eas where the enemy knew there

were troop concentrations in the past, otherwise no radio transmitters

were issued to forces in new positions.5 These operations were followed

4The local indigenous population, including 150-200 thousand Koreans,
were resettled in other areas of the Soviet Union like Central Asia,
had already been r--!zc.j with semi-military Kolkhoz immigrants and
forced labor, -:,'y or them being Ukrainians who came out here to
ev'.e Lhe terrors of collectivization.

5Only slowly did the Soviets perceive that a breach in wireless communi-
cations could be important. Their general disdain for Japanese intelli-
gence made them bold about broadcasting even uncoded messages in early
years. Only later did they learn that Polish military intelligence
experts, the best in the world at that time, were ascisting the
Japanese. Furthermore Japanese used &orean nationals and White
Russian emigres living in China as data collectors and translators
(they failed miserably as spies), and effectively exploited open
source data from local newspapers and civilian radio broadcasts to
identify troops they had sighted earlier in the area. Because of the
generally higher terrain on the Chinese border the Kwantung Army ex-
ploited their topographical advantage throughout the war, and were
thus able to have an accurate idea of Soviet defensive dispositions.
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by subsequent bans on written orders, and officers wearing ranks

near front areas. Troops crossed the river quietly by utits and

sub-units by night and, where possible, simply hid in the dense

birch forest under cover until they were joined by the ful! coeple-

ment of forces.

A. S.4 The significance of this tactic goes beyomd the scope

of history. As one Soviet author has written:

Experience in concealing troop concentrations and deployment
in preparing for front and army operations of the Soviet-
Japanu:e war has shown to be of practical interest in developing
modern operations. (Pobeda p. 83)

A.5.5 Division strengths were considerably greater than

Japanese counterparts each having on the average of one tank brigade,

and a self-propelled heavy artillery regiment, with a total of 66

tanks and armed vehicles.

A.5.6 The sparsely populated Soviet Far East and Transbaikal

would be no match against a land war of Chinese infantry. Were the

Western USSR involved in a conflict in Europe it could ill afford to

open up a second front. So the nature of current Soviet weapons in

the east reflects only a quick strike of offensive capability;

i.e., nuclear ballistic missiles. The current forces and. conventional

arms in the area however massive seem to be more of a defensive

nature designed for limited operations.

A.6 TIME IN PREPARATION. In spite of lauding their ac-

complishments in the campaign, Soviet authors are often firank to

admit their weaknesses. Their greatest weakness was haste Ii prepdr-

ation which caused numberous bottlenecks. As one author Inas stated:

The regrouoing and deployment of troops took more tinne than
was required to carry out these measures in the Western (European)
theater. The expanse of territories and the poorly (developed and
poor quality road systems combined with torrential mionsoon rains
prior to the advance, and inaccessable areas made oeployment
exceptionally difficult. Over the course of several months ten
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new divisions and reinforcements for the ten existing divisions
were moved into an area ranging as far back from the front as
70 ka in key areas, arranged in three defense strips, one at the
front and two at the railway lines. -This put a tremendous strain
on the rail and road network, quartering for many troops consisted
of dug-out hovels called zemlyankas, and frequent bottlenecks
caused shortages of food and other supplies. But the success of
the operation required surprise and the quickest possible speed
in activity. (Final, p83)

A.6.1 Naturally, not all troops had to huddle in dank

1zenlyankas". Permanent facilities for close to ten full divisions

were already available early in the 1940's, some of them dating back

to Tsarist times. Readily available zalmkas, or migrant farm worker

settlements found along the Amur area as well as unused forced labor

camps served and can still serve as temporary quartering.

A.6.2 From the logistics problems discovered in the campaign,

the Soviet military press,.at least, ha:i placed emphasis on clearing

up logistic and deployment bottlenecks. One solution has been to

place enough men and equipment on the borders to eliminate having to

send i:A,000 railway cars 'rim the west (over 22-30 trains per day)

like in July and Aiugust 1V

A.7 SPEED h1f OPERATIONS. Speed was of the essence tn the

Soviet military leaders. The amazing fact that the entire campaign

lasted only 24 days in total (with the main force of the Japanese

Kwantung Army destroyed in ten), is ove,:hadowed by the fact that

rather than wait for more opportur., tartics, thousands of Russian

lives were needlessly expended 6. As in , Transbaykal front, however,

advance columns of tanks, dangerously outdistanced POL and other

su plies and yet were still ordered.to keep up the pacc.

6Adam Ulam. Eoansion and Coexistence, p.60.
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A.7.1 Speed with resultant waste is still expected today:

There is no indication in the general philosophy of Soviet military
doctrine of plans for a large-scale general land war in which
Soviet forces would fight mass battle with the Chinese. The
emphasis, as in the doctrine which has marked Soviet military
thinking since before World War I, is on a swift overwhelming
strike which paralyzes the enemy and reduces him to the state
of surrender within days. The 1945 attack on the Kwantung army
with its ten-day capitulation provides a classic of contemporary
Soviet military thinking.

Given the state of Soviet military technology, the Soviet general
staff should be prepared to guarantee the Kremlin that a knock-
out of China could be achieved by means of a surprise lightnin4
blow, using nuclear weapons, within a matter of days.7

A.8 AUTONOMY AND ADAPTABILITY. Other historical factors

of contemporary consideration can also be listed. Even before the

declaration of war with Japan, the semi-autonomous Red Banner armies

were established along the Transbaykal and Far Eastern areas to

guard against the possibility of Japanese aggression. As a result

of the distance from Moscow, the lack of direct control continued

during the campaign. Generals Zhukov, Vasilevsky. Meretskov and

others involved in the general strategy wrote.in their memoirs of

their successfully convincing Stalin of the necessity of running the

shw themselves8 basing their argument on the "objective circumstan-

ces" peculiar to the area. On the operational level ds well, just

prior to the .%,Ivance, thw First Far Eastern Front was able to switch

from a supporting attack to a primary of'fensive thrust zone. Soviet

authors attribute to this cutonomy in decision making: 1) the "objec-

tive circumstances" in the area 2) the availability of sufficient

7Salisbury, War Between Russia and China, p.161.

Cf. Zhukov's Meoirs and A. Ulan's Exoansion and Coexistence.
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reserves crucial to mountain forest terrain fighting, who wqre given

a second echelon status, 3) and several alternative strategies which

were practiced beforehand in maneuvers, much to the constei-nation

and confusion of Japanese intelligence. I

A.8.) Even at the unit and subunit level, officers were

given considerable autonomy in directij their forces. On all three

fronts forces crossed the borders under complete radio silence, and I
for several days regrouped and positioned themselves around enemy

fortifications without communication fron their headquarters. This

was an essential part of troop training for new zrrivals in the I
Eastern border area. It is most likely a common factor today. From I
Soviet writings on the campaign, which were mostly written at the I
zenith of border hostilities, one is led to believe that a high

cegree of troop autonomy and adaptability is a feature necessary to

fighting in the Far East in any period.
A.8.2 On the eve of the initial attack, troops along the

Ussuri and Amur rivers were supposed to attack the following evening

using blinding search lights on the enemy. Rain hindered these

plans, so forward detachments were oispatched in autonomous snf2er

and reconnaissance units. They optntd fire on the surprised JapAnese

and then resisted enemy fire until tanks and heavy artillery could

arrive and relieve them.

A.8.3 There were other examples of adaptability. Inadequate

engineering support was the main reason for the initially poor

results of the Tenth Mechanized Corps to overcome forested mountains

and continuous Japanese fortifications in the borders west of the
Maritime peninsula. But quickly adapting to the "objective circum-

stances" of the front, the corps reorganized and broke down from a
single corps with engineering support into engineering brigades and

I
regiments meshing with other tank and artillery vehicle support.
Combining with other local ara'es and one engineering brigade they
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operated as forward trail blazers, facillitating passage for follow-

ing armies.

A.8.4 These kinds of examples are given to point out the

adaptability and low-lqvel decisionnaking practiced by Soviet forces

in the Far East, a capability not generally attributed to the Soviet

Military. It would seem unlikely that present-day Soviet Strategiit!

would abandon the above mentioned features used so effectively and

lauded in every Soviet publication on the Kwantung offensive, were

they to launch an attack today. A quick overwhelming campaign against

the Chinese through the Mongolian-Manchurian route to the Chinese

heartland using the newest weaponry available would fit the pattern

of past Soviet offensive operations. Both the Chinese and Soviets

deliberately overest4 mating enemy capabilities and massing men and

materiel continues along the borders, but it is defensive measure to

prntect their investment in Asia.

A.9 DISTRIBUTION OF SOVIET FORCES, HISTORICAL VIEW. In

the se~rch for historical precedents and because of restrictions in

obtaining highly classified material on the location of Soviet forces

along the Sino-Soviet border, resfarch for this project utilized a

number of Soviet and Japanese sources. Although the reliability and

scale for most graphics tended to be exaggerated, a recent two volume

set of books on the campaign authored by the Japanese Defense Agency,

Defense Interservice Training Institute, Military History Section

entitled Kantooun (The Kwantung Army) has reprinted a series of now

declassified "Top Secret" naps of Soviet defensive positions along

the Manchurian borderlands. These maps list in detail, down to the

cnrpany level in some cases, thepi'tin: of Sovi- f -rcs as they

were lined up in 1941-1943. Used in conjunction with current topo-

graphical maps, these positions were used to estimate current force

deployment areas for this study.
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A.9.1 Unfortunately the Japanse Kvantung Army relied on

this ueticulously detailed data to assess the size of the offdnsive

that was austered in the latter months of the Pacific War. They

were not aware of the greatly changed troop densities along the

borders as the Soviet Red Arcy switched from a defensive to an

ofensive posture. But as the Soriet troops now stand along the

borders today, these lapanese configuration are once agains relevant.

A.9.2 The following caps of Soviet defense positions have

been reproduced with the kind permission of Asagumo Shi.sunsha

Publishers and the editors of the Military History Section of the

Japanese Defense Agency. They give the reader a better idea of the

scope of historical data on the Manchurian campaign and its :urrent

relevance in studying Soviet forces along the present-day Sino-Sovi t

border.

1. Soviet-Manchurian Border: Positicns of armies and KGB

border detachments, major airfields and naval ports are

shown.

I a Key to symbols for cap no. I

2. Lower PoF'et-Slavyanka Peitinsula.

3. West of Ussuriysk (then Voroshiiov) and Lake KJn.a Lo the

borders.

4. ian area north of Lake rhanka, along the Ussuri River.

S. West nf Khabaroysk along the Amur River

6. Blagoveshc;:nsk and AuAur Border area

7. Dauria - Zabayxalsk border area

8. Key to symbols, abbreviations, and acronyps ro- caps 2-7.

A.IO SUMMARY. In spite of the death of Mao Tse Tung and

Sv.-se 4 uugit SuV;tL #g>Lutvn ur retLl-ihiL cid1 rtcuwn|0iatiul, Lil

hostilities between the two nations continue. Renewed talks on

settling the cartcgraphic discrepancies on the borders, exchanges of
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diplomatic and other ranking officials and a toning down of propa-

ganda Invectives, all at Soviet instigation, have resulted In failure

because of continuing Chinese intrisigence. China's leaders have

continued to val out of or snub Soviet celebrations, continue their

anti-Soviet t(rades in the daily press, and even talk of buying arus

from the West. So the Soviets are forced to retaliate in kind, and

their propaganda machines have again renewed their cries of blasphemy

and iar-mongering against the Chinese. It is unlikely that th.

death of First Party Secretary Irezhenev like the death of Chairman

Kao Tse Tung will alleviate the hostilities between the two nations.

The ouster of the "dovish" Podgorny (as far as China Is concerned)

from the Politburo, and induction of Konstantin V. Rusakov with long

experience in Sino-Soviet relations and policy as chief of the CPSU

Central Co ittee Department for LIaiscn with Communist and Vorkerl

Parties of the Socialist Countries, hint the direction of Soviet

ulicy in (uture years, wtn ur witallat BrazMev.

A.1O.1 The deterrence option presented in this paper has

been intended for exploiting these years of continuing hostility between

the two largest nations in the world. Although it can in no way be

assured that the People's Republic :t China would assist US post-
cttack policy by launching an invasion of Eastern Siberia after the

Stneral decimation of Soviet Land forces, the threat of such a move

'ty provide a bet'.- deterrent threat to Soviet projection forces aimed

at West:rn Europe ..ian current policy.
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'MPENDIX B

GEOGRAPHIC CONSIDERATIONS IN TARGETING THE
GROUND FORCES IN THE USSR ALONG THE SINO-SOVIET BORDER

8.1 As outlined, the purpose of targeting Soviet forces

in general, is directed mainly at counterforce, and more specifi-

cally, niformed human targets. In a volume on Soviet tacticsI the

authors, like nearly all others writing on this theme, point out

this strategy as the surest form of winning a war, by paraphrasing

Lenin:

Speaking about the necessity of using various types of military
actions, V. I. Lenin emphasized the decisive role of the
offensive. He oftci, pointed out that it is only by decisive
offensive actions that victory can be achieved and the war won.
The main goal of the offensive, Lenin considered, was not to be
pushing back the 2enemy or taking territory but the annihiliation
of enemy troops.

It is to this goal, rather than countervalue objectives, that tar-

geting the forces of the Far East should be directed. It is of

utmost importance to be able to eliminate troop concentrations

located in:

1. Fixed installations (garrisons and barracks) and headquar-

ters (Peacetime).

2. In defensive alert positions.

3. In wartime/offensive positions with a cnnsideration of

assembly areas and transit choke points.

Tnere are a number of factors which limit the location of military

forces and facilities in the Transbaykal and Far East. Not the

least of these in geography. (Cf figs. 1,2,3,4). Rivers, swifter

1Ministerstvo Oborony SSSR, Taktika, Voennye Izdatel'stvc, Moscow,
1966, p. 13.

cf' V. I. Lenin, Poinve Sobranie Sochinenii, v. 39, p. 24.
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and wider than in Europe, form natural borders along with mountain

rainges, swamps, thick forests, bone-dry deserts and te endless

taiga with permafrost, which not only limit border crossing points,

but also inhibit transport and growth domestically. The generally

poor soils 4ith erratic and insufficient rainfill and poor farming

methods make this area only one third self-suffic'ent in foodstuffs.

The mountains which cover more than two thirds of the area prevent

maritime climates from marine inland, making winters colder and

drier than in Isolating the European part of the USSR, further

limiting settlement and civilian and military populations alike.

Furthermiore, wind patterns confine themselves to the Sov.et Union

both in summer and winter; an important factor in assessing fallout

patterns.

B.1.2 It is mainly due to geography too, that the 32 line

divisions and five artillery divisions are currently snuggle up to

the Manchurian border. During the August 1945 campaign, this same

geography inhibited the formation o! secondary and tertiary and rear

support echelotis in way areet of the three wartime fronts. Further-

more, in the Far East in particular, the tooth to tail ratio is

limited by geography: the larger front size (or military district

in peacetime), over 750 km, and geographic barriers between major

force locations inhibit interaction over traditional communications

lini: as well as in the broad tictical deployment of tanks and

artillery.

8.1.3 ThE following sections discuss specific geographic

features peculiar to the Soviet East which facilitate or hinder

targeting Soviet forces in this area. Soviet sources, hi dcrlbing

the August 1945 Manchurian campaign, would have one believe that if

it were not for the superhuman abilities of the Red Army, tne offen-

sive could never haie been undertaken, due to the harsh geographic
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conditions. To an extent, they are correct. In 1932, during mili-

tary maneuvers of a simulated attack on Khabarovsk, in one day, the

Japanese lost over one hundred horses and several vital pieces of

heavy artillery in trying to cross the sedge-tufted swamps of North-

eastern Manchurian. After several days, they turned around, declaring

the area a natural defense zone. When the Japanese came on the

defensive around they made the fatal error of anticipating that the

main thrust of the Soviet offensive would have to pass through the

Maritime Peninsula because the Greater Khingan mountains, they

assumed, would not accommodate the tanks of an invading army. In

both cases, the Soviets proved them wrong. In the first case, they

went around and through the swamps and in the second, they delivered

half their forces over the southeri route through the outer Mongolian

steppes and the other half through engineered passes through the

range.

8.1.4 Although the combined overextension of columns caused

fuel and water shortages in the desert and steppe areas and speed

was narapered by the mountains, the supposed impassibility of the

terrain won a rapid ten day victory for the Soviets through tactical

and strategic surprise by attacking the Japanese in the most weakly

defended area in Western Manchuria. As the Soviets have also shown

in their domestic, economic policies, they place an abounding faith

in the ability of man to harness a harsh environment to his will in

spite of seemingly overwhelming odds. In their view, it was sheer

force of will that won them victory. This is largely true, but

generally the odds were not as dismal as anticipated.

8.1.5 Using Japanese defense supply routes, the smooth

hardpack steppe of the Mongolian plain, and a great deal of forward

reconnaissance scouting, they were able to make rapid headway in

their advance. In the present day, these factors have considerably

improved for the Soviet invader. Not only have the Chinese improved
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accessibility into these formerly remote regions near the borders,

by building and improving roads and mountain passes once intended

only for two-wheeled carts, they have also drained many of their

fertile swamps for both agriculture and defense and have bridged

rivers and valleys. Many geographic obstacles peculiar to the area

still exist and are therefore valuable in target analysis. they

limit the number of routes an assault force can effectively utilize
and, therefore, decrease the weapons needed for targeting. A number

of them shall be discussed below.

8.2 Rivers. The Argun, Amur and Ussuri Rivers form the

largest natural border between any ywo nations. When the Amur,

largest of the rivers, slows down in its lower ,eaches, it becomes

braided, picking up the waters of the Sungari from the Chinese side.

The combination of the two rivers and the low, swampy area in between

the Amur and Ussuri is a formidable barrier to movement, and the

Chinese have carefully maintained it as such. They have allowed no

channel improvements to the Amur or Sungari and have abandoned all
the airfields and dismantled all railways which could have served to

improve commerce and military access with the USSR. Because the

eastern border Is largely natural, river crn5ingx presnt rcal

difficulties as they did in 1945, requiring unusually large ex~endi-

tures of men and materiel for just this task. There are no bridges

over the rlvcrs. Averaging in width from 200 to 1000 kilometers the

Argun, Amur, Ussuri and Chinese Sungari flow relatively swiftly
(about 1.6-2.4 meters per second). They tend to flood during monsoon

season (August) and spring thaw and are generally characterized by

steep, rocky shores. Although they freeze over in winter, they

freeze unevenly with large jagged protuberances due to choked ice

tlows which make fortings aodgTy." The water level is lowesL lit
winter and the shorelines are steep and unstable particularly for

heavy, armed vehicles without engineering support (see Figure B-5).
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The swift current causes cracks : the ice and alt'ough the average

thiLkness of the ice is about one reter during the mid-winter freeze,

it is not evenly frozen. The more shallow tributaries freeze solid,

however, and do not pose a great threat to mobility. Thus frozen or

liquid, these large rivers require superior crossing equipment to

carry the heavy weapons and materiel of war. During the Manchurian

campaign with its emphasis on speed for example, the 15th Army used

a 330 0M long area for the crossing of the Amur in space of several

days. Since the Soviets do not consider that river forcings should

impede the advance of any offeaisive, 3 they require a highar density

of crossing points than the Wett. Although postwar analyses of the

Manchurian caJnpaign play down the initial river crossings held

mainly from August 1 to 9th at iight, it was a monumental under-

taking and will continue to be considered so. It is assumed that

they would currently have stocks of heavy amphibious ferries liKe

the GSP, tactical floating bridging; the TPP heavy pontoon bridge;

the heavy folding pontoon bridge PuP (used only in Lreas with a

slower current); or a girder floating bridge PPS. Because of the

current, a fleet of readily available powerboats either transpor-

table or part of the existing river fleet to hold the bricle in

place would be necessary. A vait fleLet Of tr'cks tA hauill of

this equipment would bo recessary as well, to transport all of this

equipment to the shorelines and a complementary numer of pov'erboats,

perhcps li.e the BHT-T, carried on trucks or BMK-90 used with TPP

bridging equipment, dispatchable from local naval facilities. Any

stores of tridging, truck depots and river flotilla facilities would

be valuable secondary targeting material in the event of a conjec-

tured Soviet offensive on China. As can be seen on the 14anchurian

offensive ffap (Figure 29, main text), river crossings were kept to a

3For further techniques and concepts of river forcings consult:
(U) Soviet and Warsaw Pact River Crossings: Doctrine and Capa-
bilities, 01DI-1150-13-77).
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minimum during the brief war with the Japanese. It is most probable
that they will attempt to do the same in any new invasion. The fact
that the Chinese forces are far superior at the Mongolian border,

the dry route to the Chinese heartland is a further 'indicator of

this.

8.3 Taiga and Vegetation Zones. In the strict sense of

the word, talga is simply a coniferous forest, consisting usually of

larches, pines, firs and spruces. Over 75' of Eastern Siberia and

49% of the Far East economic region are forested, the densest vegeta-

tion occurring southward. The southernly vegetation is character-

ized, however, by dense growth, including deciduous trees such as

birches and maples; in more northern areas, by sparse, usually larch

forests. (See photos 8-6). Taiga is generally swampy in surmir due

to poor drainage caused b) pe2rafrost, arring and monsoon flooding

and centuries of accumulated acidic coniferous needles. Peat bogs

are o'ten found in talga areas. Yost valleys and even the slightest
dep.esslon will range from sc;.y undergrowth to untrafficable swamp.

"lie Lt 'es uhic.n crnssed th At.m;r and a'suri in I24

were forced to employ considerable er.gineering forces to make headway

both to the borders into Manchuria because of this damp footing.

For example, armies dispatched from Chita; marching across the taiga

of the gorshchevochnyy and Herchinskiy ranges. were forced to b,-ild

corduroy roads almost the entire length of their 250-300 km trek to

t~e border. This work was continued upon crossing the kA¢rr as far
as the Mahchurlan Plain. In tnis way, rany border areas uninhibited

until the war were ouilt up by Soviet invading army. These roads

are teing improved and maintained even now. Many uf Lhth uide tvadz

i troop assemoly areas are, Drobably, still being used for maneuvers.
0.3.2 The ,Japanese considered the taiga impassable for

heavy artillery ana armed vehifcles and often built their fortifica-
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tions inland away from the omnipresent dampness. Because the Soviets,

using a meeting engagement, fired no preparatory artillery rounds,

marched through these areas undetected and won a high degree of

tactical surprise against the unsuspecting enemy.

8.3.3 In the densest taiga of the Soviet East along the

southern Maritime Peninsula, tanks and armed personnel carriers had

to be refitted for lumberjacking operations as well as to fight

zgainst the highest concentration of Japanese forces in the campaign

area. There. forests, although called taiga, consist mainly of

broadleaf trees birches, oaks and other hardwoods; stretch far into

China, and are actually the northernmost result of the Far Eastern

motisoon climate. Because of the relative lack of rainfall during

the greater part of the year and the shal)ow root system due to

permafrost which extends into much of the border region, the *iiga

and, more specifically, these monsoon forests are relatively dry and

are very susceptible to forest t;res and incendiary bombing. In the

area vest of Lake Khanka for example in 1939, a vicious forest fire

raged for several months, destroying ammunition depots and fortifi-

cations, and threatened to spread over onto Japanese occupied Manchukuo.

In a nuclear environment, the weapons effects could have a greater

range here because of secondary incendiary action.

8.3.4 On the other hand, because birches and other broad-

leafed trees in this s.ea make particularly excellent cover, con-

cea;eo maneuvers and mobilization can take place out of enemy range

of vision. Thus it was in the Maritime Peninsula that General

Herets.ov effectively disguised the real size of his armies by

concealing them in birch groves by operating troop movements only zt

night and by organizing a-number of false troop movements to appear

larger than realit, and thereby baffl Japanese attempts at estima-

ting the size of the cnemy. Even in this age of improved reconnais-

sance means, force strengths, particularly during a rapid offensive

buildup against an unsuspecting Chinese enemy could be concealed.

i _ _ _



8.4 Swaps. Swamps, bogs and marshes outside the vast

stretches of damp taiga, prevail over roughly one fourth of the

border area. They are -aused mainly by rivers settling in mountain

valleys with poor subsoil drainage a- by permafrost. In rany areas

near the borders, ox-bow swamps have formed along the meandering

Ussurt and parts of the Amur.

8.4.1 Unlike the abundant vegetation found in marshland in

*,armer areas, the predominant vegetation in these wet arcas consists

of sedge tufts, a type of clump grass which grows in a pillar-like

shape, mostly submerged or topped with occasional tufts of less than

meter-high greyish grass.

8.4.2 Although the Japanese made a valiant attempt to drain

the swamps north of Lake Khanka for economic and strategic reasons,

other political concerns prevented the completion of the project and

by 1945, the swamp had filled up again. For the same reasons,

however, the Soviets and the Chinese have succeeded in draininV vast

areas east of Lake Khanka and in areas west of Khabarovsk.

5.4.3 In tht event of r militAry 4dvance over this arez,

iven amphibious swamp vehicles would find the area rough going; yet,

they could be suppltmtnted with metal road-laying equipment in dryer

areas. Even over winter ice cover, the protruding sedge tufts would

prevent a quirk, srOnth crossing and engineering support would still

be necessary.

6.4.4 Although it is not impcssibl to traverse this area

with modern equipment, the obstacles would still require a greater

expense of time and effort than their immediate tactical value would

warrant. The Sovitts mainLisn burei" Lruupi along thi largaly unin-

habited northeast border wedge because of the vital target of Khabarovsk

at its apex. For the Chinese, this area is still largely unsettled

and only one road of obvious military importance links this area

with the Manchurian heartland.

I 9S



8.4.5 It is precisely the combination of swampy valleys and

steep mountains that force the rransslberian railway so closely to

the Chinese border and the area agriculturally impoverished. Yet

the presence of so many aqueous obstacles limits toe number of

border assembly and crossing points for offensive and defensive

forces evident on the basis of recent history.

8.4.5 From the following diagram (Figure B-;) of a portion

of the generally swaapy shoreline along the Ussuri River, located

south of Iran and north of Lesozavodsk, where the forces of the 66th

Motorized Rifle Division were assembled, one can see the dampness of

the terrain. From the ground or the air, much of this terrain

appears as a grassy plain, and it is only through careful and abun-

dant forward reconnaissance and engineering that standard infantry,

artillery, or tank forces can be assured safe passage. With such

obstacles, it becomes evident why the Soviets launched their main

forrao chr,ugh the arid lands of the Mongolian steppes, and would

most likely repeat the maneuver there again. Such geographic

otstacIes are also one ur the major reasons which inhibit the fur-

ther projection of Soviet and Chinese forces over each others'

borders.

8.5 Mountains. Thought to be the greatest barrier against

a mass invasion by heavy armed vehicles, the Soviet Mannibals, due

to thorough T.-2rd reconnaissance, engineering columns and skill,

rapidly scaled the Greater Khioigan range and the steep trails of

part of the Far East area, which resulted in considerable opera-

tional surprise to the Japanese who, after a short, fruitless rcaneu-

ver in tne area in the mid-19vu's, decided the area was impassable

for a heavy, armed assault.

B.S.1 Basically like a less densely forested stretch of the

Appalachians, the mountains in Manchuria consist mainly of sandstone 7

worn down slate, granite, basalt, gneiss and other effuive and
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layered rock, being covered with small trunked hardwoods (birches)
and conifers and low, thick brush. Soviet writers on mountain
warfare generally consider the mountaini of' the border areas and in
China as low (800-1000m) and accessible to both infantry and armor.
However, in the, USSR, the mountains further inland away from the
border rivers are classified as medium (1000-2300m) to high (2000m
and higher) and present real military obstacles (see relief map).
With the experierce of 1945 behind them, Soviet military assault
teams would have no difficulty in scaling the mountains onc* again
today. For purposes of targeting the Soviet Army east of Lake
Baykal, however, the number of passes that heavy armed vehicles may
use in their advance is limited. Training areas and troop installa-
tions have been l'.:attd within proximity of these mountain advance
routes. Like the rivers, the mounitains also serve to limit the main
thrust of Soviet forces entelIng Manchuria in 1945. Althougjh the
exploits of the .16th Army and part of thta 39th Army in crosi~ing the
Greater Khingan were the most daring, the most successful an~d rapid
advances were made further south along the Mongni-Manhslurim Plain.
This latter route, closer to Peking, will again more likely be
chosen for the main armed tnrust into China, were an offensive ever
launched in the future.

8.5.2 A knowledge of the mountain ranges within the
Soviet territory is necessary from the standpoint of wind and climate
as well as their isolating vulnerability. The r'igged precipices of
the Slkhote-Alin range have forced Tsirist and Soviet engineers to
build and maintain portions of the Vladivostok lipe of the Transsi-
berian Railway as few as 4 km away frem th.e Chine.:e b~rder. Th c
range is dlso responsible for preventing the more temperate maritime
climate from prevailing during the winter in the border areas; and
influencing wind and precipitation patterns which are mzjcr consider-
aticis ini nuclear strategy. Areas of air stagnation and updrafts,
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and the effects of nuclear fallout, particularly as they would

affect China, must also be understood in more than a cursory mznner.

3.5.3 As in conventional warfare, differences in

elevation between the check point and the target may be more signifi-

cant than the difference in horizontal distance in determining

height of burst, which combined with atmospheric pressure and temper-

ature, complicates firing procedures. For the most part, these

complications will only be encountered in limited parts of the west

border area since the relatively wide river valleys and rolling

steppe form the greater portion of the terrain in which Soviet

troops would assemble and are garrisoned. Exceptions would be the

southern half of the Maritime Peninsula below Lake Khanka and por-

tions of the Amur Oblast (western portion of the far east military

diutrict). Even in these areas, forces would assemble on the one

side of thc mountains while on defense or offense alert, so the

burst would stil have optirial effect. There are few cases where

troops assembled aloit the border would be shielded by the mountain

in a nuclear attack. Thub it can be seen that the mountains gener-

ally assist the targeting scenario egainst Soviet forces in Asia.

S.6 Steooe. The arid steppe along the Mongolian-

Manchurian Plain is, on the other hand, an ideal highway into the

Chinese heartland. From the photographs on the following page,

(Figure B-8) one can see why this sun-baked earth poured over never-

ending rolling hills has been the traditional highway for Eurasian

military ventures - beginning with the Golden Horde of Genghit Khan.

Huch of this steppe reverts into sandy desert (e.g., the Gobi) and

water and fuel shortaaes were legion amonq the Soviet Army forces

operating against the Chinese. Even the firewood for campfires had

to be logistically supplied. Since the war, the Soviets have built

roads (which when exposed to extremes in temperature and severe

dryness, tend to crack ano fall apart, leaving the steppelands on
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either side as superior vehicular routes) and rail spurs into these

remote areas along the Sino-Honlgoltdn border and have built self-

contained "voenny., gorodki" (military towns) with pre-positioned

equipment to cc'ipensate for the logistic difficulties in the event

of future cLtnlict in this part of the world.

8.7 Soils. Due to the deciduous forest and the more

humid climate and the prevalance of large swampy tracts, humus soils

are found in the Sikhote-Alin valleys and Ussuri River basin.

Otherwise, greyish-brown, windblown loess deposits which extend far

into Manchuria must share space with the less developed and acidic

podzol soils vnich require much 'liming to make them productive.

Areas of taigra soils are worthless for agriculture, in spite of the

fact that the permafrost (Figure B-11) in chose regions does prevent

soil percolation and leaching, common in other areas east of the

Urals.

8.7.i Although the potential for more intensive agri-

culture exists as seen by Chinese efforts on the opposite shorelines,

the combination of too litle and poorly timed precipitation, plus a

short vegetative period maKe the area east of Lake Baykal only one

third self-sufficient for foodstuffs. Only the hardiest varieties

of spring wheat can br. sown during the short vegetative period of 90

plus days, even tiough higher yield winter varieties which require

warmer climates would benefit more from the precipitation pattern.

Hence, Lu: S:beria produces only 3.4% of the wheat sown in the

Soviet Union and the Far East only .6%, even though 2.6% and 2.0%

(1975 figures) of the civilian population resides here respectively.

Legumes (peas, mainly),sugar beets, potatoes, some livestock and

hardier fruits (such as apples) are grown in inadequate quantities.

8.7.2 In spite of emphasis on the current five year plan tr.

build grains storage facilities to accommodate fluctuations in ,.ain

oroduction, food supplies are crucially dependent on the double

tracks of the Transsiberian railway and harbor facilities.
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6.8 Climate and meteorological activity. Precipitation

increases as one noves eastward from Lake Baykal with a low of

400-700 mm in the Transbaykal and high of over 800 in the Maritime

regions. Generally speaking however, except for the shore area of

the maritime and southern Sakhalin, rainfall Is sparse in comparison

to Western Russia.

B.8.) In wintertime, the predominating Siberian high pressure

mass centered south of Lake Baykal, which prevents the intrusion o$

warmer maritime air even along the coast, makes winters very cold,

calm and dry with temperature inversions frequent. This dryness

continues into early sprir.g, which makes irrigation imperative for

agriculture.

8.8.2 In late summer and early autumn, when crops need less

moisture to ripen and harvest, t'e rains are heaviest. In the

interior regions and valleys. stagnant air causes a rapid heating of

surface temperature causing miterabi; humid conditions and a pro-

liferation of seasonal insect pests, nia;nly mosquitoes, for which

the Soviet troops were not prepared in Augu~t of 1945. The intrusion

o: warm :aritlre air i d Le summer creates stoorL ronsocn activity

in the Ussuri and Amur River areas, and sometimes reaching as far as

Lake Baykal. The monsoon windr meeting easterly winds causes dry,

cyclonic storms over much of Mongolia between April and October. On

the coasts, how^...-, c:d ocean current flowing south mcets warmer

--. e :; creating thick, persistent San Francisco-type fogs.

They are a slight hinderance to shipping, but make an effective

natural camouflage for military operatio,ac in these areas, and

precipitation might affect nuclear weap effects.

B.8.3 Nuclear attack on tUe Far East and Transbaykai would

be most advantageous between November and April w~her the dry, anti-

cyclonic Siber n high pressure cell hovers over che Asian heartland

area wafting cool dry air in a generally northerly directicn toward

Moscow and in the east toward Vladivostok.
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B.8.4 Noting the storm track maps (Figures B-9. B-10),

fallout would least affect the Chinese mainland during these months

although concern for Japan might favor the moister May-October wind

patterns with monsoon storm tracts pushing air from the maritime

coast intn t,.a Ainur River Basin and eventually Mongolia. But the

adverse winds blowing into China might argue against nuclear exchange

during this season. Naturally, a more comprehensive study of local

meteorological conditions based on local press and broadcast weather

forecasts or satellite photography would be necessary in assessing

the effects of nuclear conflict in this part of the world.

8.8.5 Seasonal temperatures, as mentioned previously, would

restrict and in some cases prohibit prolonged outdoor exposure. Al-

though further south than Moscow or New York, temperatures are much

more revere due to cold ccean currents and the Sikhote Alin Mountain

barriers. Figures B-11, B-12 and B-13 give a general description of

the te2:erature ranges in Soviet Asia.

0.8.6 Since current air intelligence is vital to accurately

be target Soviet Forces in Asia, consideration must be made of visi-

bility.

8.8.7 The air is clearest in wintertime and at 3000 meters,

is calm with generally northwesterly winds, which at the 5000 meter

level, blow generally at the rate of 50 meters per second.

B.8.8 Figure B-14 graphically expresses those features

which t-ost Influence reconnaissance operations (mostly mean precipi-

tation, mean cloudiness and percentage of specified visibilities in

the morning) as they have been observed bv Soviet meteorological

statiors along the Sino-Soviet border.

R.8.9 Expressed in real figures, the following Tables B-15,

B-16, cllected over a period of 7 to 10 years, sh',i how ceiling

(i.e. 5 8 or more cloud cover) will affect aerial data collection:
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APPENDIX C

3 TRANSPORT CONSIDERATIONS IN TARGETI . 9VIET FORCES ALONG
THE SINO-SOVIET BOROERW

C.]1 The railroad has traditionally been considered the

most valuable counterforce and countervalue target in the Far East.

The Soviets, more than anyone else are well aware of this and have

compensated for it by pre-supplying troop installations and in some

cases have built accompanying vehicular routes next to rail lines.

Nevertheless, double tracks of the Trans-Siberian carry (in a mostly

western direction) between China and Vladivostok 7-15 million tons

of freight yearly, and between Irkutsk and China over fifteen lil-

lion tons. Although the Far East alone exports 7 million tons of

freight through all means of transport, it has to import 17 million

in order to sustain itself, including oil and coal. East Siberia

alone h~s a net import of 25 million tons of freight per annum. The

Trans-Slbe-4an normally requires two weeks for non-critical items to

arrive from Moscow.

C.I. Rf Soviet supply capabilities along the Trans-Siberian

rail line have been astounding. Until recent decades the rail route

had been a single track steam locomotive operation and %he Soviet

merchant fleet was not available. In spite of these handicaps,

between May and August 1945, forty divisions with all their sup." Ps

and equipment were moved from the European theater to the Far E..:

to positions along the Manchurian border. Speed was enhanced because

forces in the west were not demobilized after VE day, but sent

intact to the east. But today the situation is even better. For

the mosL part the rails are now electrified and are entirely do4ible

tracked. Spurs have been expanded directly to the border regio.ns,

and are terminated at permanent supply depots.
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C.1.3 With the advent of the more northernly Baykal-Amur

Mainline (BAM) sometime in the mid 1980's the share of freight

flowing westward can be distributed less densely. It will run north

of Lake Baykal and proceed some 3b0-425 kilometers from the border

connecting with the currently existing line running from Komsomolskna

Amure to Sovetskaya Gavan. Considering Chinese missile capabilities

at present the new line will lend greater strategic security to the

area. As the situation now stands, the Trans-Siberian and its numer-

ous spurs is still a tempting target in Soviet Asia.

C..21
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C. Because these sites are in very remote portions of
the USSR they would not Involve anything but slight casualties.
This would also slow down repair capabilities to weeks or even
months. _
C. 1.9 !
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C.. h 'it aebeen systematically improving their

vehi-ular roads in tte East, particularly those which link up with
and follow the Trans-Siberian railway. Considering the fleet of

freight carrying vehicles (trucks) in the Far East attached to the

military and civilian enterprises alternate supply routes might be
worked out, and may be already be undertaken in practice maneuvers
(a point of further study). Roads along the imediate border areas

are being made into multi-lane all weather routes, and are paved or

smooth surfaced depending upon the topography. (In the steppe areas
of Mongolia, for example, dirt roads have proven to be superior to
paved roads which 4uickiy show the extremes in climate.) lhe fact

that all roads are not paved is only a consideration during the
brief rainy season in the Monsoon areas. The Soviets did manage to

launch their attack on Manchuria in the midst of this season, how-
ever, on roads which were vastly inferior to presently existing

facilities. Soviet truckers ply these roads even today for rapid
freight transport. A whole system of changing drivers and way-

stations has been set up i' rc.ute areas. As in conventional war-

fare, the interdiction of roads linking primary target facilities

might olso be undertaken for maximum paralysis.
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C.3.l In modern conditions, the Soviets have, it
part maintained these sae air fields, which rank in importance with

offensive missiles as vital wartime counterforce targets. Ift the

Ussuri River area they art still grouped near the narrow flat corr-

dor with the Trans-Siberian railway and major road links with Vladivostok

and Nakhodka and are particulaly vulnerable. The tactical bomber

airfields in Sysoevka were originally built in 1937 in a highly

mountainous area, as well as other subsequent Inland airfields,
built later around 1944 to receive ferried aircraft from the United

States. 4ecetse oc the h-tiness of air facilities, and tho! very
smali number of troop transport aircraft, aircraft themselves have
not been considered in the laydown. Only the cir force troop facili-

ties which 4re quito soft have been targeted.

C.3.2
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APPENOIX 0

W ORDER UMRS

0.2 During the Nmnc urian campaign in August 1945, the
NKVO border troops fought in the initial assault, leading the Red
Army through the Laiga and fortifications of China. Originally
intended solely for defense, they assisted in -orward reconnaissance
and attack btrause of their long familiarity with the region and
Japanese dispositions. In the -1301% and 1940's they were under
control of the NKVO which was part of HJinitry for Internal Affairs
(H V). Today they a": part of thi XG8R' f the HVO, Even then they
were divido' *.,cu detachments, kowundatura (regional control units),
and :.ciosts '(platoons). Their exact, locations ytre fastidiously
diocumented on intelligence maps of the Japanese Kwantung Army (see
Appendix A)

0.3
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UAJOA POROER IN~CIDENTS

I&TWEEM JAFAN AND TH( SOVIET UNION

S,

CHITA -'
/ KACHATZU

(AUG 1144 (UE

%.I LAGOVES)ICHENSKW (ci"

Brul Al I4AILAR

OUTER MONGOLIA .... X *KAAO~
M UTOU!KULINI

14ABINKAN)4OATI
____ I HRIIN(AUG IWSI

INNER MONGOLIA ACURA CHINCHANGKOU
MACUI WfU3E 1925)/ X TANCMULIIITUX

1=4r/11 VLAOIVOSYOYV Luihi ffl!

/X CHANCLINM^TZU
MUKOENO x (MA.R 135)

- .- WUCHIATZU
i, (JULY 19"A)

XOREA HASAX 1CHAhGKUFENGI

(JULY-AUG 1930.
CHINA

fpROM THI FOUNDING OF MANCNUXUO IN 1332 UNTIL AUGUST 1545S THE
NUMBER Of IGROERk OISPUTES BETWEEN JAPAN (INCELUDING MANCHUKUO)
ANW THE USSR (IHCLUOINU OUTER MONGOLIA) TOTALS WELL OVER 1.000.
(SEE VOLUME XI OF MILITARY STUDOIES ON4 MANCHURIA.)

Figure 0-1. Major brirder incidents between Japan and the Soviet
Union (1935-1k.45)
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Figure 0-2 Strengths of border guard detachments in Soviet Asia
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